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.OESTRACT

To test the hypothesis that prior patterned or varied

auditory experience was necessary for the developnent of auditory

frequency discrinination and auditory pattern diserim:ination,

groups of sprague-Dawley albino rats rrere depriveil of patterned

sound fron birth by the novel technique of rearing then in

rrihitel noise. The sou!.d deprived rats learned a frequency

discriuination as easily as controls reared in varied sound

conilitions, but shorred iuferior performance on an auditory

pattem discrinination task.

supporting experinrents shbved that the inferiority of

varied sound deprived animals on the pattern tliscrimination task

rras not likely to have been &re to their emotional state at the

tine of the testing nor to their inferiority in learning to respond

in a discriniuation task compared rrrith non-deprived controls.

Qren-field testing shoved that the sound deprived subjects did

not cliffer from non-deprived controls in remotionalityl. The

sound deprived rats were not inferior, either, to controls on a

complex visual discrinination task.

f,]-Freriments rirere algo carried out to e:rplore the effect

of various durations of patterrned sound deprivation and the effect

of the rleprivation at various times in the life cycle of the rat

on suditory pattern discriminatiou. The results of these experi-

ments favoured an explanation for the effeet of varied sound



eaperieuce which proposed that patterned auititory discrinination
development dependerl, sinpry, on prior experience with varied

soutod rather t'han an erplanation which propoeed that the effect
depended on varied eound experience during a particular sensitive

period" in the life of the rat.

The research involved a total of seven different erperimeuts,

the sinilarities in the find.ings of vhich rrhen coupared with those

of other investigatorg rrorking in the area of the effects of

dqlrivation of patterned rigbt on visual discriminations were

noted. The present eqleriments support generalizations about the

rore of prior erperience ou later'behaviour, based largely on

erperimmts in the visual mode, by supplying evidence frou another

senaotTr mode.
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CHAPTM ONE

BACKGROUND TO THE DTPERIMENTS

Enquiry into the development of perception has been a

topic of interest for centuries. It has been considered

important to lmorn' the ansrr'er to the question which Molyneaux is

said to have put to Loclre, vhether a man born blind but later

given sight could distinguish by sight alone a sphere from a'

cube. Research in the area has usually been based on the

question of whether matulation follows a fixed pattem guided

by genetically organized meehanisms or whether maturation is

regulated by environmental stinmldtion. A suggestion for a

compromise betveen the advocates of the tr"o opposing viernpoints

about the origins of psychological development, the Inativistl

and the 'empiricistr, was made as early as 1895 by Roux who said

of the nervous system, that although early developuent depended

on intrinsic growth and self differentiation, later developmeut

was determined by environmental conditions.

The proposition that physical and psychological maturationr.

based on genetically arranged patternsr occurred through and

because of environmental stinmlation drew support from the

rfneurobiotaxisrr doctrine fornnrlatetl by Kappers (iqgO). Acc6rding

to this vierr, nerve fibres in the embryonic nervous system grew

tor'rards sources of stirmrlation. The concept of neurobiotaxis

was conceived to account for neural development during the pre-
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natal period, hovever, Hebb (tgtg) considered that the idea of

neurobiotaxis could be extended to account also for later develop-

ment. For Hebb, neurobiotaxis was the principle behind the

functioning of tire nervous system. Without stimulation, sensory

systems r,rould fail to develop or fail to persist,

Another concept, also originating fron research in prenatal

development, vas introduced into theories of postnatal development

after ethologists (".g. Iorenz, 1950) began to recognize that

there vere periods during the early development of birds during

r,ihich they r,rcre especially sensitive to particular environnental

events, such as the appearance of others of their species.

Dring these periods of heightened geusitivity, called eritical

periods, behaviour patterns roere established which profoundly

influenced subsequent behaviour.

I'hus apparently, not only did the organism require stirnr-

Iation for normal development but also particular stiuulation at

particular tines especially early in life. Early stimulation,

or the lack of it, was considered to malce an inportant difference

both in neural development and in behaviour capacity. These

ideas led to considerable research in two directions - studies

in early sensory deprivation aud studies in early sensory

augmentation or errrichment.

lnother source of interest in the quality of environnental

stinulation and its effect on early development came from an

ancient suspicion that a generally inpoverished rearing environ-
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ment led to dull witteduess and maladaptive behaviour. In

support of this notion, Spitz (tgttS) and Bowlb" (t051) generated

considerable interest amongst people concerned r,'rith child rearing

when they deuonstrated the detrimental effects of the cursory

child care practices, involving deprivation of one sort or

another, in institutious, hospitals and foundling homes. As a

consequence of this interest, also, a great nuruber of experiments

were conducted r,,rith aninals both to explore the effects of

rearing in restricted environrnents on later behaviour and to

e4plore the effects of adding ext'ra stinulation to that usually

encountered by animals rluring rearing.

The investigation of the effects of early experience on

Iater behaviour continued in experiments which explored the

effects of early physical stimulatiou, the effects of general

sensory enrichment or general sensory inpoverishment on later

behaviour as rvell as other experiments wtrich explored the effects

of restricting enriehment or deprivation to a given sense

nodality (u.g. see reviervs by Beach and Jaynes, 1954; Gibson,

196?). Experiments on early physical stirmrlation, such as

those'revierved by Denenberg (f96s), usually involved handling or

physically stinmlating infant aninals vhich treatnent had effects

on later rremotionalityrr in the animals. Getteral sensory enrieh-

ment, achieved by rearing animals in groups in complex environments

with iltoysrr led to greater maze learning ability in roderrts (e.g.

Hymovitch , Lg62) and to significant differences from less fortunate,
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normally reared rodents on several measures of brain anatomy sad

physiology (u. g. Rosenweig, Bennett and Diamond; L972). Ex-

perinents designed to test the effeet of augmenting the sensory

experience of young animals with particular stinruli, were

usually successful in strow'ing that exposure to particular stimuli

early in life assisted animals to make discrininations involving

those stiuuli later in life (".g. Meier and McGee, I95g).

General restriction of stimulation and soeial contact, on the

other hand, was found to lead to many behavioural disturbances

in aninals that ranged from more than usual arousal by novel

stinmli to an inability to learn by painful experieuce (".g.

Tlrompson and Heron, L954; Melzack and Scott, L957). Restrietion

of stimulation of a particular sense, however, has been the most

common technique used to investigate the role of experience in

the development of discrimination behaviour in animals, and is the

subject of the present investigation.

ltrere are tri/o aspects to the deficits afforded by sensory

deprivation. Ore is that an animal rutrich has been subjected to

sensorxr deprivation from birth lacks erperience of the sense

deprived. The other aspect is that a deprived aninal lacks

stimulation of a particular sensory system. As the historical

outline above has suggested, experiments ro'hich have used the

nethod have been designed with one or other of these aspects of

sensory deprivation primarily in vien'.
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The experimonts which have used sensory deprivation to

deprive animals of e>'aerience have usually been concerned r'rith

separating those discriruinations rr'hich animals are capable of

learning in the absence of previous sensory experience from those

discriminations rr'hich require animals to have particular sensory

experience before they can be learned. Experirrenters attenpting

such a separation regarded the technique of sensory deprivation

as a nethod of prolonging the naivety of the animal in the sense

deprived from birth until such time as the aninal vas physically

natured enough to perforrn responses which were easily discernable.

It was considered that by discovering r,rhat particular features of

perceptual organization, what particular discrimination capdcities

were present to begin with before sensory experience connnencedt

baselines fron vhich to explore the effects of early experience

would be established. l{hether, and what type of experience resulted

in facilitation of learning a discrimination or whether the

experience was detrirnental to learning the discrinination eould be

gauged from such a baseline.

E:ryeriments which have used sensory deprivation as a method

of depriving anirrals of particular stimulation have been concerned

with the effects of sensory deprivation on the development of

discrimination behaviour. There was the possibility that sensory

deprivation retarded development of discrimination behaviour based

on the sense deprived, md the advance or restoration of develop-

nent aryaited the appropriate sensory stirrulation. Therc r^'as also
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the possibility that sensory deprivation night cause already

existing discrimination abilities to deteriorate. This aspect

of the use of sensory rleprivation to cleprive aninals of stimu-

lation vas, of course, very closely related to the other outlined

in the preceding paragraph, md they are often both explored in

the same e4periment (".g. Fantz, L96?).

By far t"tre majority of the very large ntrmber of experiments

which have investigated the effects of early sensory deprivation

in auimals have used visual deprivation. The concentration on

one sense modality vas not surprising considering the technical

difficulties involved in attempting to rear animals in silence or

rr'ithout tactile experienee, Horvever, the concentration has

meant that generalizations about the role of early sensory ex-

perience on Iater discrinination behaviour in animals must be

nade r*'ith caution until studies in other sense nodalities produce

results which agree with the findings in vision.

ft is the purpose of this present investigation to

demongtrate a method by r,r;hich auditory deprivation of animals can

be achieved iu a nanner vhieh both avoids the problems associated

with mettrods previously employed and explores the role of patterned

auditory experience on auditory discrimination development in the

rat.

Previous Studies- Pertaining to the Effect of Earlf, luditory

Deprivation on Auditorv Discrimirration in Animals

There were few studies in this area because of the diffi-

culty in depriving an anirnal of auditory stinmlation by rnethods
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r,rhich leave its auditory system intact so that post-deprivation

studies can be made of its auditory'discrinination abilities.

Sounil deprivation achievecl either by rearing an aninal with ear

occluding devices or in a sound attenuated chamber or both can

be defeated by the animal generating its or,m noise. Also, it

has'been shorsu that chronically placed ear occluding devices

can sometimes cause considcrable damage to an aninalls tympanic

membranes and middle ear stnrctures (Sterritt and Robinson,

1964). The separation of auditory discrinination deficiencies

caused by niddle ear damage from those caused by zuditory

cleprivation is very difficult to achieve. Then, too, the effects

of rearing animals in social isolation and visually impoverished

conditions necessary for ensuring that they are reared in silencet

nay produee behavioural changes in the animals rvhich overshadow

the effects of the auclitory deprivation (".g. Melzack, 1968).

In spite of the practical difficulties involved, there

have been several studies in vhich auditory dcprivation, or at

least auditory restriction, have been used to explore the effects

of such treatment early in life on later behaviour towards

auditory stimuli.

In L945 WoIf conducted an exaerinent in r*hich he reared

albino rats vith cotton and paraffin plugs in their ears from ten

days of age until they vere aged 2J days. 0ther rats rvere

depriverl of vision rrrith plaster hoocls over their heads fron 16 to

2J days of age. t\rrther rats rrrere similarly treated for a
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comparable duration beginning vhen they were 26, 50 and 75 days

of age. Tvo weelts after the cleprivation periods endecl, all

the rats were individually trained to run to a source of food

rylren a signal vas presented. Ihe signal used on the first ten

days of training was a light wtrile on the second ten days of

training, a buzzer lilas used. Innediatety following this train-

ingr the rats rr'ere paired so that a previously vision deprived

rat was paired rrrith a previously auditorily deprived animal.

Each pair was then put into competition for the food. Uolf

found that r'foen the starting signal for the competition \ras a

light, the previously auditorily deprived rats.won the competi tion

significantly more often than their early vision deprived ssm-

petitors. Then, rrith the same pairs of aninals, vhen the signal

for beginning the competitiou r{as a buzzer, the early auditorily

deprived animals lost the competition. The groups deprived of

hearing and vision later than during the pre-r^'eaning period did

not differ in their perforuance in the competition.

lfolf believed that his f indings had inplications for

understanding some kinds of neurotic s;rmptoms. His results did

demonstrate, however, that deprivation of hearing (or vision)

during an early period of development in the rat could have an

effect on later behavioqrr controJ.led by the stimulus qlimension

deprived. Similar, although not such subtle effects of sensory

deprivatiou were shor,m in several experimeuts in which animals

vere deprived of vision, (for a reviev, see Ganz, 1968). One
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visual deprivation experimeut vith cats (Dews and Wiesel, L97O)

showed that visual tleprivation during a very short period early

in the life of a iritten affected some behaviour based on vision

during achrlthood.

Sixteen Jrears later Gauron and Becker (1959) set out tp

replicate lfolf ts er1:eriment, but they nodif ied some of his

techniques that rlrere unsatisfactory with their rats. For example,

they auditorily deprived their rats by plugging their ears with

cotton and collotlion rather than the rr'ax used by Wolf, and they

changed the plugs as the ratsl ears grew and they reared their

visually deprived rats in a dark box rather than with individual

hoods. Also they eounterbalanced the order of individual

training to the tr*o stinmlus cues, so that some rats were trained

first r,rith the light and then the buzzer while with others the

opposite arr.angement held. Despite the modifications and other

problems discovered such as the aversive nature of the buzzer to

several rats, the results of Gauron and Beekerls experiment

supported those of Wolf rs. Arditorily deprived rats von in

conpetition with visually deprived rats significantly more often

when the sigrral for beginning the conpetition 'was a lightr and

they lost when the signal was a buzzer. Gauron and Becker

interpreted these results as rra limitation of sensory abilitytt,

(p.6gZ) in the rats as a result of the ileprivation e4perience.

fhey did not attempt to tlefine more closely rrirat they meant by

lsensory abilityr. Although both Wolfrs and Gauron and Beckerrs

results supported the proposition that sensory deprivation r*'as
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sometimes followed by an inability to use information presented

in the affected modality, ueither experiment appeared to present

grounds for suggesting that the actual functioning of the sensory

systems of the aninals r,ras affected by the deprivation.

.Tees (tgiZa) reared rats with cotton and collodion in

their ears from three to five days of age until they r*ere 60 days

old in sound-attenuating chambers. At 60 days of age they began

training on an auditory frequeney discrinination problen or one

of trvo auditory pattern &iscrinination problems. In the

frequency discrimination, the rats were erpected to detect a

change from one frequency to anothgr in a continuously presented

series of tone pulses, and to use the change as a cue for an

avoiclance response in a double compartnent shuttle-box. The

mrditory patterns to be discriminated in the first pattern dis-

crinination problem were groups of three tone pulses, continuously

presented, the first and third being of one auditory frequency and

the second tone of another. Ttre rats vere e4pected to respond

vhen the patterns changed from one configuration, for instance

high-lor'rhig! to the opposite, low-high-1ow. The second pattern

discrinination task involved tle subjects with a continuously

presented negative stinrulus arrangenant of groups'of three tone

pulses with each alternate group of three being of the ssxe

auditory frequency. The positive stinmlus, to rvhich the subjects

were expected to respond, consisted of a change from the negative

stirnulus presentation to one vhere the frequencies of the tones

alternated within the groups of tlree as in the first auditory
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pattern discrimination problem.

Tees found that his arditorily deprived rats were no

tlifferent from colony reared controls in their acquisition of

the frequency discrimination, but they took significantly nore

trials to learn both pattern diseriminations than did their

controls. Tees interpreted his results to uean that prior

sensory experience of sound was not necessary for rats to learu

an auditory frequency discrimination vhereas the trcapacity to

process auditory input over time efficiency requires sensory

pre-conditioningrt , (t967u, pJ92). Parallel results to Teesl

can be found in experiments in visual deprivation rdrich shov that

visually deprived rats can make responses on the basis of dis-

criminations matle betrseen (a) striations of various orientations

(".g. iloodruff and Slovak, L965); (b) forms such as circles and

triangles (".g" Gibson, Walk anrl Tighe, 1959); and (c) relative

light intensities' (e,g. Hebb, Lgn). These discrininations did

not involve configurational aspects of the visual environnent and

did not require the abstraction of a relationship between a visual

fom. and its surrounding fonns. When such a configuration is

involved in a visual dis.crinination task in vhich integration of

meaningful visual information over an area is required, animals

have difficulty making iliscriminations (..g. Iliesen 1961, t966;

Ganz, Hirsch and Tieman, L972). The auditory patterns vtrich

Tees used ean be vierved as configurational auditory stiuuli, dis-

crimination between vhich required animals to integrate auditory

inforuation over time.
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The interpretations Tees made of his results can be

criticised on several grounds. He found no differences in the

number of trials taken to reach a criterion in the frequency dis-

crimination task betveen the auditorily deprived rats and the

normally reared group and concluded that autlitory deprived rats

could learn a frequency discrimination as easily as those

normally reared. ,Another possible conclusion from these same

results is that the test for frequency discrimination used may

not have been sensitive enough to distinguish between the per-

formance of the two groups, thompson (tgfg) demonstrated that

the method of stimulus presentation which required an aninal to

respond to a change of stimulus frequeucy, as used by Tees,

resulted in a mu-ch more rapid acquisition of a frequeney dis-

crinination than any of the other methods he tested.

tr\rrther, Tees used 2lillz and 4kHz as the stinulus frequencies

in his discrinination task. Accordigg to a careful study by llack

Ggzt), rats respond to lldlz signals at an intensity /dB less

intende than to 2kHz signals. Tees varied his stinruli of both

frequencies over the same range fron 55 to 70dB SPL so that his

subjects would nct use the intensity variable as a cue. Hovever,

because of the 7dB differenco in the trto frequencies from the point

of vierr of the lsensation lcvelr of the rat, the range of inteusities

of 4kllz stirnuli that were presented to Teesr rats was some JdB

higher than the range of 2ftIlz stimuli. Thus Teesr rats may have

learned an intensity discrimination rather than a frequency dis-

crimination.
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Teesr pattern discrimination results demonstrated a

difference between auditorily deprived and normally reared rats

in learning auditory pattern discriminations, and he attributed

this to the fact that they had no prior experience of sound.

Eowever, the possibility existed that the tvo groups of rats

differed on the discrimination test because of differences in

heretlity betrrreen the groups. The litters of rats that supplied

the experinental animals were different from the litters that

supplied the controls,

A final criticisn is that Tees mentions that the pattern

discrinination results suggest that rrsensory contiguities

inherent in an unrestricted zuditory enviror*"oa seem to be

necessary so that later qsmplex accoustical stinmli can gain

faster control over responses" (t967a, p.392). He implied that

the sound deprived rats learned the patterrr discriniuations more

slovly because of their naivety of sound. I{ovever, it might

also have been the case that they Iearned the pattern discriminations

more slowly because tftey had recently been subjected to 60 days

of sound deprivation irrespective of their ages at the tine

deprivation conunenced, a conclusion with quite different impli-

cations from the one suggested by Tees.

Tees (fg6Zf ) carried out another experiment in r":hich he

explored the effects of auditory restriction in rats on their

later auditory intensity and auditory signal duration dis-

criminations. The experiment r,ras carried out in identical
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fashion to the one reviewetl above (Taes, L967a) except that ttre

stinmli for discrimination differed. In the intensity dis-

crimination task, the rats were required to respond to an

upward (ro"" intense by 15dB) change in the intensity of a

continuously presented series of tone pulses of the one auditory

frequency. In the duration diserinination task, the negative

stimulus was a series of lrldlzr !!dB pulses each 0.9 sec in

length at.0.1 sec intervals. The positive stimulus was a change

to pulses of the sanre frequency and intensity but 0.& sec i.n

length at 0.6 sec intervals. Tees I sound deprived rats learned

the intensity discrinination as readily as normally reared

controls, but control aninals took significantly fer+'er trials

than the deprived rats in learrring the duration discrimination.

Tees concluded that the results of the auditory

intensity e4perience seemed necessary. to facilitate learning this

discrimination; thus there riras the possibility that an innate

basis existed for the mediation of aurlitory intensity dis-

crimination. Teesl conclusion was similar to others vhich have

been made about visual i:rtensity discrimination after visual

deprivation (".g. Hebbr'L937; Riesen and Aarcns, t959 Aarons,

Falasz and Riesen, t963; Tees 1!68b), anrl it appeared reasonable '

in the light of the parallel studies in visual intensity dis-

crimination. Hovever, a more stringeut test of auditory intensity

discrimination than that used by Teeii might have modified that

conc lus i on.
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trhom his autlitory duration discrimination results, Tees

concluded that the discrimiuation of auditory duration night

be sinrilar to the discrininati.on of auditory patterns and

require a type of tenporal integration r,vtrich is difficult or

impossible vithout early sensory experience of sound. He also

considered that auditory duration diserinination night be

analogous to visual acuity as both are measures of discernible

space between units. The measure of visual acuity is the

minimum interval of space that is pereeived while auditory

duration eliscrinination is the mininmm time iuterval perceptible

betw.een auditory events. He speculated that if the trrm meaeures

were indeed parallel, then animals deprived of patternetl light

during rearing might be inferior to light reared animals in

visual acuity - just as his auditorily deprived animals vere

inferior to controls in auditory duration discrimination. Tees

citerl Siegel (tgfi) and Wilson (fO6A) both of whom found visual

a-cuity as they measured it in doves and monkeys respectivelyr to

be unaffected by ear'Iy visual deprivation, and concluded that

his speculation had no supporting evidence. Hovever, both

Riesen, Ramsay and lfilsou (fl6tr) and Wilson antl Riesen (tg66)

found that rhesus monkeys reared in restricted light had lor.rered

visual acuity inmediately aftcr they were released fron light

restrictions but heightened acuity as experience in the light

increased. Then, Dews and lViesel (fgZO) found that cats deprived

of patterned tight for as short a period as the first four tn six
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\feeks after birth had loroered visual. acuity vhen tested during

aflulthoorl. Consequently, Toes' speculation was'subsequently

supported by experimental evidence, although not from experiments

with rodents.

'As in his previous experiment (tees L967a), Tees did not

control for the effects of heredity nor did he include a group

deprivetl of auditory experience at some time other than from

inmediately after birth so that his clain that his results were

the product of early ileprivation could have been substantiated.

In a carefully conducted series of e4periments designed

to discover the origins of ttre qrecies-specific behaviour

elicited in Mallard ttucklings I'heu exposed to Mallard and only

Maltard maternal calls, Gottlieb (fO6A) incubated Mallard eggs

' io iodividual isolation in a sound attenuated incubator.

Gottlieb vas able to demonstrate that some L2 Lo 2lr hrs before

i hatcLing, Mallard ducklings incubated together r,rith other

Mallard embryos shov an inerease in bill clapping r*'hieh is a

specific response to the Mallaril maternal call. Wren the sound

isolated duck embryos were tested just before hatching with

Mallard maternal calIs, thera was no increase in bill clapping.

Gottlieb claimed that his results indicated that normally

occurring auditory stimulation of the errbryo plays a role in

regulating the embryors later ability to respond selectively to

the maternal call of its species.
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Gottlieb continued his investigations to determine

whether the auditory deprivation induced a lag in the species-

specific auditory development of the ducklings or vhether the

results of the deprivation wrere more permanent. He incubated

Mallard eggs in sound isolation which continued for 14 to 30 hrs

after the rluckling trad hatched. The ducklings were then placed

indiviclually in a situation in rr'hich they r,'ere required to choose

between approaching an area rr'ith the sound of a Mallard maternal

call or an area with the sound of a Wood duck naternal call.

All of the ducklings lvhich responded approached the Mallard

call area of the apparatus, indicating to Gottlieb that the

auditory deprivation induced only a temporal lag in the develop-

ment of the embryors abiliff to respond to the appropriate

maternal call.

The results obtainecl by Gottlieb rn'ith ducklings and

auditory deprivation were similar to those of Wilson and Riesen

(tgee)1 who reared rhesus monkeys in darlmess with daily periods

of diffuse light for periods up to 60 days after birth. Wilson

and Biesen found that vhen they exposed the monkeys to normal

light after the doprivation period, they were retarded in

untrained visual behaviour such as visually fixating patterns

and tracking noving objects compared vith light reared animals

of the sarne age. Ilor"ever, the tinetabling of the appearance

of items of visual behaviour in the visually deprived monkeys
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counting from the time of first, exposure to patterned light vas

stril<ing1y similar to that of infant nironkeys counting from the

tine of birth. lfilson and Riesenrs results indieated that

early visual deprivation in monkeys resulted in a lag in the

developmcnt of visual behaviour, a conclusion very sinilar to

that of Gottlieb.

Batkin, Groth, Watson ancl Ansbe"ry (f970) aia not show

an effect'of auditory deprivation ou overt behaviour in an

animal, but by implication their study suggested that auditory

deprivatiou might alter auditory sensitivity ip rats. They

raised albino rats from birth in sound attenuated chambers'for

eight months then compared their extra-cranial auditory evoked

potentials (.Anes) to autlitory stiuuti of various frequencies

and intensities with those of colony reared litter-mates. The

erperimenters went to considerable lengths to deprive their

subjects of sound. The e4perimental animals had their toes

amputated at birth to preclude scratching noises and the

nursing mothers were made aphonic by cauterization of the lar'5rnx.

After weaning, each individual was isolated in a plastic-foam-

lined cage in a sound attenuated room set inside the crater vall

of an extinct volcano. Batlcin g! gl. found that the auditorily

deprived rats differed sigrrificantly from eontrol subjects vhen

the former were tested for .tllijP intensity thresholds irunediately

at the end of the deprivation period. The rnedian threshold
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response levels of the deprived rats were some JOdB less

sensitive to auditory stinmli ranging fron 500H2 to lOkIIz in

frequency. Ilovever, retests 'carried out with some of the

deprived animals after they had experienced a sound environment

for 48 hrs and three rseeks indicated that their AEP thresholds

improved after erTosure to sound although after three weeks of

sound experience, inteusity thresholds of the deprived rats

were still raised in comparison with controls.

The results of the Batkin et al. agree with the very

many investigations using visual deprivation vhich have shovn

that such treatment for prolonged periods altered the usual

functioning of appropriate units in the brain (u.g. revier,rs by

Riesen, L96L, L966; Iirbel and Wiesel, f97O). The study

implied that aninrals deprived of sound for prolonged periods may

exhibit hearing losses vhen first erposed to a sound environment.

F\uther experiments with behavioural tests of auditory capacities

with such animals need to be made to settle the point.

Although Batkitr g1! 4. claim that their results reinforce

an impression that adequate early auditory stinmlation is

inportant for the developnent of hearing capacities, such a con-

clusion is difficult to aecept because the rats used by Batkin

g1! g!. were deprived for a long period of their lives. There is

no ri'ay of discovering fron the study results rvhether the AEP

thresholds of the deprived rats did not develop to sueh levels as
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those shown by the control rats (vtri.h was the Batkin -et 4.

conclusion) or whether the threshold levels did develop or existed

initially ihen deteriorated as a result of the deprivation of

auclitory stinmlation. Then, too, it is not clear from the

report presented by the authors that the effect they found was

the result of the auditory aspect alone of the deprivation that

their experimental rats suffered. The report does not indicate

clearly hov similar or tlifferent were the envirorrments of the

experimental aurl the control animals, except for the difference

in sound treatment. ftrrther, it is difficult to understand how

the Batkin et aI. rats vere rleprivgd of auditory stimulation by

rearing them on plastic foam. fn the quiet conditions of the

sound attenuated room the sound of rats rustling on plastic foam

mrst have been relatively intense.

.Another report rrihich suggested that auditory deprivation

hatl effects on the functioning of the auditory cortex rr'as that

recently published by Stein antl Schuctcnan (f975). Their study

was reminiscent of the early experiment of Wolf (tgtrl) in that

they reared one set of rats from 1J days of age until they were

45 dais old uuder conditions of auditory restriction or visual

deprivation and other sets of rats under the same deprivation

conditions beginning when they were 40 days of age for various

durations. visual deprivation wae accomplished by suturing rats I

eyelids closed and covering. their heads vith tape while auditory

restmction vas arranged by plugging rats I ears with cotton and
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collodion. At the end of the deprivation period the rats rrere

subjected to a surgical procedure to embed electrodes in both

the auditory and the visual cortices of each animal. After

post-operative recovery, the rats were trained to press a bar

for ryater available only during intercranial electrical stimu-

lation (fCS) of either cortical area.

the results Stein and Schuclanan obtained were also

eimilar to those of Wolf (tO!J). Ttre rats vhich had been tleprived

, of sound from lJ to t+5 days of age had a sloryer rate of learning

towards a criterioo when the discrininative stinulus was ICS of

the auditorlr cortex than vhen the discriruinative stimulus was

fCS of the visual cortex. The opposite arrangeurent held in the

case of rats deprived of vision ihuing the tj to 45 day age

period. Itats which had been deprived of vision or hearing fron

40 days of age for durations of either five or 4J days showed no

such effects of aeprivation.

' Stein and Schuchan eoncluded that early auditory or

visual restriction resulted in significani retardation of learning

vtren stimulation of the auditory eortex serving the deprived

sensory mode served as the discriminative stinulus, suggesting

that the behavioural consecluences of early seusory restriction

rrrere due in large part to cortical dysfunction. They suggested

that the ileprivation resultecl in retardatiou in learning rather

than more permanent disabilities because in their experiment the
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rats tlid eventually reach the criteria set. they vere also able

to claim, with evidence, that the effect they found was due to

early deprfvation, anil that a sensitive period to the effects of

sensorTr restriction rnight exist betr,rcen 15 and 40 days of age

in rats. Their results soincide in nany respects with those of

Hubel and ilieset (fgZO) r+ho claimed evidence for an early

gensitive period to the effects of visual deprivation on single

cell activity in the visual cortex of cats.

Conclusions from Frevious Studies

conclusions frou the existing literature on the effects

of autlitory deprivation on auditory discrini'ration developnent

in animals are difficult to draw beeause of the paucity of studies

in the area and.beeause of the shortcomings evident in the methods

enployect by several of the investigators. However, parallele

vhich can be dravn betloeen such information which has been gathered

about the development of auditory capacities andl inforrnation about

the ileveloprnent of visual capacities suggest that the use of both

sensory nodalities develops similarly in some animal species.



CHAPTER lWO

THE AIMS A}'ID DESIGN OF THE EXPERITM\ITS

The experiments described in the following chapters were

designed to extend current lmowledge about the effects of early

auditory deprivation on later behaviour towards auditory stinuli.

Specifically, the studies examined some aspects of the develop-

ment of auditory tiiscriminatiou behaviour in albino rats by

e4ploring the effects of early deprivation of patterned sound

experience on the later ability of the rats to learn tasks in-

volving either auditory frequency discriminations or auditory

pattern di scrininations.

fhe experirnental animals were deprived of patterned sound

by housing then under conditions which included the constant

presence of lwhiter noise, a technique of auditory deprivation

vhich has not been previously used. It was assuued that the

white noise vould mask out most other ambient sound and thus

restrict the animals t reception of structured or patterned

auditory stimulation. The auditory environment produced by the

white noise was considered to be analogous to the diffused light

envirbnment which has been used in visual deprivation erperiments

(".g. Riesen, L96L; l{iesel and Hubel , L965a),

The literature revierv suggested that experiments perport-

ing to show effects of early souncl experience on auditory dis-

crimination in animals by the method of sensory deprivation should

be desigued so that:

-2J-
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ar the resulting deficiency could neither be attribuied

to damage of the sensory svstem nor alteration to it to the

extent that the discrimination tasks set for the subject cannot

be completerl. A reviev by Riesen (tg66) demons'brated elearly

that total visual deprivation can cause atrophy in the visual

system. The same review also pointed out that under conditions

of prolonged diffuse light, kittens, monkeys and chimpanzees

developed.mystagmus in the absence of objects to fixate. Iltith

these gross organic defects, it vaq not surprising that the

subjects had difficulty seeing, let alone discriminating, visual

forms.

b. the incapacity demonstrated shoultl reflect a per-

ceptual deficiency, rather than a subjectrs inability to perform

the responses required in the discrirnination tasks because of

either a disturbed capacity to learn'or an altered emotional

tone resulting frorn the deprivation experience. Several writers,

for example McCleary (1950), Melzack (tg6z) and Tees (r96aa)

suggested that cognitive or emotional differences rather than

perceptual inadequacies.could account for the inferiority of

stimulus deprived animals at learning tasks designed to demonstrate

perceptual diffcrences,.

c. the deficit should be shorvn to be the result of early

deprivation rather than of the deprivation as such. fing (f95g)

indicated that a high proportion of the investigations into tlte

effeets of early sensory deprivation that he revier*ed, failerl to
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include a group given the sane deprivation later in life. Con-

sequently,,many er;lerimenters who claimed to have investigated

the cffects of g""U seusory deprivation did not in fact do so.

The present investigation was dividecl into three groups

of e4periments, with the above three sources of criticisn in

rnind.

GrouTr 1. The results of this group of two experiments

were expected to establish whether or not an effect of deprivation

of patterned sound on auditory discrinination could be found in

the albino rat. Experinent fa investigated the effect of rearing

rats in rshite noise from birth to 60 days of age then conparing

then with control rats genetically and by experience as similar to

the noise-reared rats as possible except for experience of sound,

on a test of auditory frequency discrinination considered to be

stringent. fn Erperiment Ib, similarly r.eared experimental and

control subjects r^nere subjeeted to a test of auditory pattern

d.i scrinination .

' If no differences were found bett'een the erlreriruental and

the control aninals on the autlitory tests, the possibilities existed

either that the deprivatiou by rdrite noise was ineffective or the

rats could make the discrininations tested vithout prior experience

of sound rn'hich varied in frequency and intensity over time. rf

differences betr,veen the animals were found on the discrimination

tests which coincided rrith differences in rearing conditions, the

reasons for those differences ryould r.equire experimental investi-

gation. In fact, an effect of the patterned sound deprivation was
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not shown r"ith the frequency discrimination test but there was

a clear effect found with the auditory pattern discrimination

test. The subsequent exlreriments were concerned with examining

several possible explanations for the effect which was found.

Group 2. The trvo experiments of this group explored the

possibility that rearing rats in rvhite noise had an effect either

on their early physical tlevelopment or on their emotional or

cognitive development. If the rats reared iu white noise r+'ere

emotionally or cognitively different from others reared in varied

sound, such differences might explain the differences found between

those two groups of rats on the auditory pattern discrinination

test.

In Erperiment Ifa, the weights at '.r'eaning of rats reared

in vhite noise vere compared with those of rats reared in varied

sound to establish vhether the rearing environments affected early

physical developnent differently. Thetr vhen the animals reached

naturity at 60 days of age, they were subjected to an open-field

test for lemotionalr behaviour. Experiment IIb rn'as designed to

investigate the effects of the r.rhite noise during rearing on the

ratsr ability to Iearn discrininations other than those involved

in audition. Erperimental and control group rats vere compared

oR a ldifficultf test of visual discrirnination.

Group J. This group of three experirnents investigated

the effect of depriving rats of patterned sound at various times

during their lives so that the effect of varied sound experience
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on the development of auditory pattern discriniuation in rats

could be examined more closoly.

In Experiment IIIa, rats were reared in varied sound until

60 aays of age then deprived of patterned sound for the next 60

days. At L2O days of age they were eompared with 120 day old

control rats which had been reared entirely in varied sound, on

the auditory pattern discriruination test used in the earlier

Experimenl Ib. The results r,'ere expected to shov whether the

effect of the patterned sound deprivation shor+n in the previous

Experinent fb could be attributable to the time of the deprivation,

early in the life of the rat or r.vtether the effect was the result

of 60 days of sound deprivation in itself.

Experiment IIIb was conducted after the previous Experiment

IIfa results had indicated that the effects of the deprivation

depended on the tinne in the life of the rat the deprivation was

suffered. Deprivation during the first 60 days after birth had

in effect on auditory pattern discrimination in the rat, deprivation

during the secona 60 clays did not. Experiment IIIb set out to

extend this finding by exanining the effect of the deprivation for

periods within the firsi 60 days after birth i:r the rat. Rats

were reared for the fir.st J0 days from birth in varied sound ttren

deprived of pattemed sounrl for J0 days. At 60 days of age they

were compared r^,-ith 6O aay old control rats on the auditory pattern

discrimination test. It was expected that the results vould

shor*' vhich period night contaitr a t sensitive period I f or the
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effecte of, patteraed sounii depriva'0ion, the first 30 days after

b'irth or the second 10 dagrs. Eqleniuent rrlb results, ehoweal

that the dep:rivation drning the seeond 50 tlrye of a ratts life
gipce birf.h had no effeet on its auditory-pattern digcrinination

abilitl", thue it'was posoib,le trhat a lgensitive perlodf f,or the

e,ffeots of the deprivatiion eristed rluring the first I0 days.

This possibility was exani:red in Experimeut rrrc in rrhich rais
deprlved of patterned sound f,ioua bi. th to 50 ilays then reared iu.

v,aried sou4d for J0 daSrs rrcre oonparerd with 60 itay old control

aninale on the autlitorlr pattern diserimination test. Tfhe results

sf this last erperinaent fivorued an explanation of the of,f,ect of
earl5r patte'rneil gound iteprivation on audito4r' pattern discrininatlon
rdhich did not inelude the likelihoorl of the eristence of a

lsensitive periodr.



CSAPTER TIINEE

TIIE EFFECTS OF AT]DITOItr PATTEM{ DWRTVATION

IIIJTER AUDITORY DISCruTIINATION IN THE ALBINO

The trvo experiments described in this chapter were de-

signed to stuily the effect of auilitory pattern deprivation on tr'vo

different types of auditory tliscrimination in rats, auclitory

frequency cliscrimination and auditory pattern discrinination.

The auditory frequency discrimination required rats to compare a

tone of one frequency with a tone of a second frequency while the

autlitory pattern discrinination required the aninals to complete

the more complicatetl task of integrating a temporal sequence of

auditory stirmli.

The discrirninations selected for testing were considered

analogous to others vtrich have been used to shor.' the effects of

visual pattern deprivation on later visual discriminations like

hue (Canz and Riesen, Lg62, with chimpanzees) and visual patterns

wtrich required the integra'bion of visual infornation over area

(tee",tg68ardtr rats).

Deprivation of patterned sound was achieved by rearing

rats in white noise of an intensity likely to mask out other

anbient noise, a procedure not previously used but wtrich vas ex-

pected to deprive the animals of pattenrerl sound as effectively as

restrieting their hearing r*ith ear occluding devices, by social

isolation and environmental sound attenuation without incurring

the problems associated r'dth these other techniques.

ON

RAT

-29-
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Erlerimeut fa

The Effect of Patterned Sound Deprivation on Auditory

trbequency Discrimination in ALbino Rats

This experiment tested the hypothesis that experienee

with varied sorurd was necessary before rats coulil learn an

auditory frequency discriruinationrby rearing rats in rr'hite noise

which deprived them of varied sound then comparing their per-

forqance on a frequency discrinination task with that of controls

reared in varied sound.

The frequency discrinination task vas purposely nade

tdifficultt by the stimulus presentation system employed because

it was suspected that differences betrn'een the deprived and the

non-deprived groups night not be discernible if learning took

place too readily. The stimuli were presented in a discrete

trial procedure ind the subjects vere expected to respond in each

trial rrten a stimulus of one auditory frequency rras presented but

not to respond during a trial vhen a second freguency was presented.

The subjects vere thus required to rremembert the frequeney of the

previous stinulus over the period of tlrc inter-stinnulus interval.

This stinnrlus presentation system vas found by ltronpson (tgSg) to

be considerably more difficult, in that animals took many nore

trials to reach a criterion of frequency discrimination learning,

than a system which required subjects to respond r+'hen one auditory .

frequency presented continuously changed to a second frequency.
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The frequency discrirnination tash was followed by a

frequency generalization test which provided a measure of the

degree to lr,trich stimulus control had been establishecl drrring the

discrimination procedure (after the procerlure used by RandaIl,

t965). This generalization procedure was instituted, also, to

gain information about the effects of the deprivation of patterned

sound on later responding to a range of auditory frequencies.

Studies revieved by Ganz (fO5A) suggested that stiuulus deprived.

anirnals produced steeper generalization gradients after dis-

crimination training than did aniurals not so deprived.

Method

Subjects

The subjects were 16 Sprague-Dawley strain albino rats

from the Victoria University Psychology Department colony. They

r*ere ten males and six females fron four litters that vere all

cast vithin 24 hrs of each other. Two litters were sired by one

male and the other tr+o by another. Originally there were J8 pups

in the four litters. Sixteen pups were assigned to another

experiment, four died soon after birth and trno randomly selected

male pups vere discarded. The renaining 16 subjects were reared

in tvo even sexed groups of eight.

Apparatus

Rearing environment. The subjects \,eere reared in open

vire mesh (e x rc,tr) cages (lo x 10 X 22cn) suspended above

droppings trays partially filled with sawdust. fire trays eould



Fig.J.1. Plan of learing eages shorn'ing sound intensities in dB

"[ o.oOOz dynes/cw2 at the points inilicated when the sound level
was J!dB, linear scale, at the rear junction of the two cages.
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removerl silently for cleaniug. Shredded paper was provided

nesting material.

Two cages were in one room together with vhite noise

generating equipment. The latter consisted of a Grason Stadler

Conpany Moclel 455c white noise generator modified by the addition

of a stage of amplification, an Advanced Technology center Inc.

LW-701 ultrasonic generator system comprising a lkohn-Hite Model

DCA-10(R) ar:rpfifier and an LTV Tfpe EST-2 electrostatic trans-

ducer and finally, a Rarlio Speakers of Canada Ltd. BinrrTwintonerl

loudspeaker.

The r,frite noise generating apparatus wbs positioned with

the loudspeaker and the electrostatic transducer aimed to produce

rvhite noise at an intensity level of 7J1163* at the rear junction

of the trvo adjaeent cages (figure 3.t). The sound level,

meagured rvith a Philips Pl'f-6400 meter set to its linear scale,

was approximately 20 tlB higher than the nean ambient noise level

in the room and some 10dB higher than the most intense noise

reeorded earlier in the'room with measurements made at two-hourly

intervals during daylight hours over a period of five consecutive

week days. The vhite noise range (Figure 1.2) included that

spectrun of ultrasonic frequencics for rvhich the hearing of a rat is

* All sound intensity measurements made during this

made in dB Sound Pressure Invel where the reference

OalB, is 0.0002 dyne r/" 2,

project vere

pressure,
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most sensitive , 201<IIz to 60kHz (Ctact< and Harris, t965;

Gourevitch, t965; Gourevitch and Hack, L966).

Two more cages were in a second room and were so screened

that rats housed in the cages could hear, but not see the cage

cleaning activities r*rich occasionally took place in the room.

A ractio tuned to a 24hr broadcast station r+las positioned so that

peak intensities fronr the radio reached 77-78d8 at the rear

junction of the tvo adjacent cages.

Temperature in both roons was thermostatically controlleal

to remain at ZZ|JoC. Eumidity r,ras controlleil by soaking the

salrrdust in the droppings trays beneath the cages with rvater. Both

rooms received normal daylight.

Electric power to the r"hite noise generating equipment rn'as

from mains supply but a standby Honda }lodel E-100 electric

generator provided emergency power over sone 20hrs of periodic

muuicipal porlrer cuts.

- Training and test aprraratus. Discrinination training anrl

testing r'ras conducted in a test chamber as depicted in Plate J.1.

It measurecl JOcrn long, 24cm vicle and 2lcm high. The chamber was

divided in half by a barrier extending fully across the vidth and

9cm in height above the floor. The floor consisted of a grill of

4nm stainless steel bars placed 2crn apart parallel with the central

barrier. Ihe door front, top and baclt of the chamb€r w€r€ con-

structed of clear acrylic slteet ("Perspex") vhile the sides,

parallel with the central barrier, vere of steel. Set into each
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steel side was the nose-cup shield of a Lehigh Valley Electronics

fnc. ModeI tjSt liquid dipper in such a position that the 0.01m1

dipper cup was in the centre of the side and 2cm above the grill

floor. Centred in the top of the chamherwas an 8cm hole over

vhich rsas mountotl a 4in loudspeaker (Richard Allen Radio Company,

gpe CIi4).

EVents in the test charnber vere renotely controlled from

the next room in which was located the electro-mechanical and

electronic prograrnming and recording equiprnent and the experinenter

during the test sessions. A view of the test chamber was provided

by a 28 X 20cn double glazed rn'indow, glazed on the one side with

one-vay-vision glass and on the other by plate glass. The

attenuation of sound by the r'rall between the tl.n roons vas measured

to be 22!2dI..

The anbient noise in the test.chamber room, measured at a

point in the centre of the test chamber over trn'o-hourly intervals

for five consecutive veek days, averaged lr2dB. The highest sound

level recorded during the measurement period was 57d8. l{hen two

exhaust fans r*rich provided ventilation in the room r,*ere srn'itched

onr the ambient noise level irr the test chamber rose to a steady

62d8. Hence the steady noise of the fans was expected to mask out

most extraneous sound from the test chanber during test sessions.

The test chamber r"as lighted by one white 4Ov fluorescent

tube some 2m overhead.

Alternate bars.of the grill floor of the tcst chanber were
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connected together antl subsequently connected to a Lehigh Valley

Ifodel 1520 contacb relay. The bars to the le{t of the barrier

rrrere connected to the contaet relay independently fron those to

the right through a srrritch, operated by the experimenterr that

determined r,'hich set of bars was connected with the relay. llhen

animals touched any two adjacent floor bars on the appropriate

side of the barrier during a positive auditory stimulus presentation

through the loudspeaker, the liquid dipper arln on the same side rrlas

raised, naking a tlrop of vater available in the test chamber. That

action also stopped an electronic timer, previously started sinml-

taneously with the first tone of the auditory stimulus.

.Another switch operated by the experimenter turned off the

aurlitory stimrrlus, withdrew the dipper arm and started a second

electronic timer used to indicate inter-trial intervals (fft) "

This second timer r.'as reset by the contact relay during ITIs, thus

provialing a stinrulus postponement systen to discourage incorrect

ITI responding.

The auditory signals used as stimuli consisted of a series

of groups of three tones of the seme frequency and intensity. Each

tone was o.&sec in length r,rith silent intervals of .0.1sec between

tones. Each group of.three tones was separated by a silent

interval of 1.1see.. The tones were generated by a Philips Pll-51{0

low frequency generator rr"ith built-in 1dB step attenuator which vas

connected to the test chamber loudspeal<er through a relay operated

by a Grass Instruments Company ltodel St8 square wave stiuulator set
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to operate according to the teruporal pattern described.

and fall times of the tones, measured by displaying the

a sound level meter onto the screen of a Philips PM-J210

ray oscilloscope, were dh"*".

Proeedure

The rise

tones via

eathode

RearinA, Within 12hrs of the birth of the last rat pup,

the four litters were removed from their mothers and divided lnto

four groups. The litters were evenly distributed over the four

groups and each group had a similar proportion of both sexes. ftlru

of the groups were then removed to another experiment leaving tvo

groups of eight subjects each for the present sturly. One of those

two groups r\'as then placed with a mother which had been installed

in a cage in the room rrith the rshite noise generating apparatus

(tUe experimental condition) *d the other in a cage in the roon

vith the varied sound savilsnm€nt provided by the radio (the control

condition).

The white noise was sr^'itched on during the subjectsr first

post-nAtal day at low intensity then increased in daily steps until

ou the fifth post-natal day it reached the intensity of 75an at the

rear junction of the trno cages. This procedure of introducing the

white noise was developed after preliminary experinents revealerl

that a mother rat tended to destroy her litter if she was placed in

the noise at full intensity either before or r*'ithin tr*o days of

casting the litter. The proeedure adopted solved this problem

but neant that the rat pups vere not deprived of patterned sound
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from birth or before that time. Hovever, according to evidence

reported by Wada (tOZl), Crorcley aud Hepp-Ileymond (f966) ana

Volokhov (f96e), it is rurlikely that the rat auditory systen is

functional before the fifth post-natal day. The rihite noise

remained on constantly until the end of the eqperiment and was

found to vary not more than lilB between rueasurements at weekly

intervals.

Both groups r,i'ere raised vith the mothers until aged 21 days

rvhen all individuals r''ere r*eighed and the nothers were removed.

Rat diet (the formula for rvhich rsas developed by Glaxo Laboratories

Ltd.. and producerl by Farrn Proclucts Co-op. (llanawatu) lta.) 
"oil

water vere freely available to the animals during the rearing

period. The sexes were segregated at 45 days of age to prevent

breeding complications but beyond this, anrl apart from the periodic

replenishment of food and water, the weekly removal and replacenent

of droppings trays and rr'eekly measurements of sound level, ttre

subjects r+ere undisturbed until 60 days of age when auditory dis-

crimination training and testing began. This age was selected

because by then the rats had reaehed wlrat was judged to be a

sufficient size to perforn the necessary rcsponse taslc effectively.

Frequencv discrimination trai.ning method. Against a back-

ground of silence, the subject rvas prcsented rrith an auditory

stinrulus consisting of a series of three tone groups in the teunporal

sequence described alrove at a frequency of either SliIIz or l+l{82.

The frequencies of Bldlz and 4lillz were chosen because rat mean hearing
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threshold levels are within 2dB of each other at these frequeneies

(Hack, l97t). Thus it was unlikely that a subject would differ-

entiate between the trn'o stinuli on the basis of intensity. Also

in order to prevent the subjeets from using stirmrlus intensity as

a cue, intensity of the tvo frequencies was altered after every

five trials independently over a range extending from 60dB to. ?5dB

measured at a point in the centre of the test chanber. The

intensities were varied randornly except for a restrietion which

ensured that on 50 per cent of trials, stimuli of SkIIz were more

intense than stinuli of !rkf{2. Stinulus intensity at the subjectt

ear varied also, according to where it was located in the test

chamber.

If the anirnal responded to the SkHz signal, the positive

stimulus (S*), by crossing the central barrier in the test chamber,

it rn'as rewarded vith a clrop (O.Of ml)'of water. If it crossed

the barrier to the 4lcl{z signal, the negative stinarlus (S-), it was

not rewarded. S+ remained on until the sullject was observed to

have taken the drop of rrater. S- was terrainated at the end of

10sec. A response was recorded vhen the subject touched tn'o

adjacent floor bars on the side of the barrier opposite to that on

which it was located irurediately before the beginning of the

stimulus. Ihe inte.rval betrtneen the first tone of the stimulus and

the response constituted a triali The duration of each trial r*'as

recorded.

Ihe ITI was 20i5sec except when a subject crossed the

\
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barrier during the ITI in rdrich case the subsequent trial was de-

layed for 15sec bfter the spontaneous responsec The purpose of

the stimulus postponement procedure, similar to that used by

Trapolil aud Winolmr (t967) anrt Levis (tgZt) vas to cliscourage

responding in the absenee of the sound stinmli.

trbequency discrininltion training. Three days before

training began, the subjects vere plaeed on a water deprivation

schedule which allowed them J0nin of rr'ater availability in 24hr.

Eight of the subjects, four experimental subjects and four co.ntrols,

began training on day 6O of age, while the secoud eight began at

67 Aays of age. The procerlure vas completed in four daily sessions

of approximately &5nin for each subject. Each subject was trained

at the sane time of clay each day.

0n the first day of training each subject was placed in

the test chamber and allorsed to locate and drink vater fron both

liquid dipper cups. As soon as the subject had found both dipper

cups and in the process had crossed the central barrier at least

once, five training trials usiag only S+ vere given. l{ben these

had been successfully completed, 40 trials were given in r*'hich S+

and S- r{ore presented in a raurdom sequence (identical for all

subjects) with the restriction that there r,yere no more than three

consecutive S+ or S- trials. At the conclusion of the lr0 trials,

the subjects were returned to their hone cages and given JOnin

access to water.
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0n the second and third training days each subject completed

80 trials so that at the end of the third davrs session, each

subject had cornpleted 200 trials.

Frequency generalization test. 0n the fourth day a

generalization test was administered by recording the subjects t

response times to.stinuli of the same temporal pattern as the

training stinmli but of the frequencies Zk&zr 6lrHz aud lOkIIz as

well as to the training stinnrlus frequencies of SkHz and 4kHz.

Each successive stimulus rras presented at a different intensity

between 60dB and JJdB according to a random sequence. To naaintain

responding throughout testing, 
"e"poo"es 

to 8kEz stinuli rr"ere

rewarded. Fifty trials vere given according to a Williarns I latin

square tlesign (Edwarrls, 1960) in r,ihich each of the five stinulus

frequencies was presented ten times and each stirrulus frequency

followed every other at least tvice. In each trial the stimulus

rras presented until a response had been made or for 15sec, whichever

occuned first. The fTI roas 15l5sec. A stimulus postponement

for sponterleous ITf responding procedure was found to be unnecessary.

Trials in vhich no response \4'as made within 15sec vere assigned a

Tesponse tine of 15sec for recording purposeso

Results and Discussion

Fbequenev Discrimination Training

To facilitate analysis of the results, the 200 trials each

subject completed r,'ere divided iuto four blocks of 50 trials and

the median response times of each block for each subject vas accepted
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as representative of that subjectfs performance over the trial

block.

Tab1e J.1 shows that all 16 subjects urastered the resPonse

task without difficultY.

Mean Response Times
Successive 50 TriaI
and Patterned Sound

TABLE 5.1

to Stimuli of SkHz and 4kEz in
Bloclis for Varied Sound lfeared
Deprived Rats

Meau Response Times in Seconde

Trial Block
I II III IVGroup

Stinulus frequencY
8 l<I{z

Stimulus frequeneY
1l'J'lz

Trial Block
II III IV

9.55 7,52 8.02 8.99

8.80 8.54 7.19 7.69

Exoerirnental' (N=s)

Control
(t* =s)

6.74 4.91 5,07

9.03 ,.9r 4,25

3,92

3.58

Inalysis 6f variance* (four factor, repeated measures on

troo factors) of the response times of the erperiuental and the

control group, clividetl hy sex, to the tr"o stimulus freguencies over

the four trial blocks was carried out, (fauf e T2).

* All paranetric statistical techniques applied to the data of

this aucl the subsequent -experiments are derived from Bruning, J.'L.

a1d Kintz, B"L., Computational Hantlbook of Stat,istics, Glenviev,

Illinois: Scott, Foresman antl Co., 1968.
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TABLE 3.2

Surnuary of Analysis of Variance of Rcsponse Times in
Four Bloclts of Fifty Trials tro SkIIz and 4kIIz Stinruli
by varied sound Iteared and Patterned sound Deprived Ilats

TIdfSSSouree

Total
Between Subjects

Rearing

Sex

Sex X Bearing

Error b

Within Subjects

Stinmlus trbequency

Trial Blocks

Bearing X Frequency

Rearing X Trial Blocks

F?equency X Bloclts

Rearing X Trial Blocks
X Frequeuey

Sex X Frequency

Sex X Trial Blocks

SexXFrequencyXBlocks
Rearing X Sex X trbequency

HearingXSexXBlocks
Rearing .X Sex X Blocks X

Fbequeocy

Error W

<1.00
1r.80 <. 05 

'

<1.00

67. jg <, ool

3.60 <.01

I.27 ns

<1.00

L,Ji ns

885.19

L83.67

0.00

52.i0
.69

1J0.68

699.5z

278.5r

103.97

5.27

26.79

38.78

4.88

.L9

9.rt
3.29

.66

4.87

8.99

2I4.29

L27

t5

1

1

1

L2

LLz

t
I

L

7

7

7

1

7

7

1

7

7

4()

o.oo

52.30

.69

10.89

278.5L

1.4.85

5.27

5.82

5.ItB

.69 <1.00

.Lg <1.00

L.j6 <1.00

.47 <1.00

.66 <1.00

.69 <1.00

r,27 <1.00

4.12

According to this analysis, the difference in rearing

between the experimental group, deprived of patterned sound, and

the control group reared in a varied sound environment, had no
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significant effect ou response times'during the.training trials.

Both the Rearing X Trial Blocks and the fiearing X Trial Blocks

X Fbequency interactions ryere fouud to be non-significant, also,

indicating that no significant differences existed between the

two groups at any stage of the training, either early or late,

and that differential responding to the tt'o stimulus frequencies

in both groups was of the sane nagnitude throughout the trial

blocks. These results were open to the interpretation that rats

require no prior experience of patterned sound before learning an

auditory frequency discrimination as easily as rats with such

prior e:ryerience. However, it is possible that the deprived

subjects gained enough patterned sound experience early during the

first block of trials to be indistinguishable from the nou-deprived

subjects later in that same block of 50 trials, a situation which

may not have been discernible with the analygis used. Thus a

further analysis was canied out to examine more closely the effect

of rearing on response times to the trso stimulus frequencies during

the first block of 50 trials. The 50 trials were divided into

blocks.of ten and the difference betlreen the median of the response

tines to BkHz stimuli and to 4kIIz stimuli in each .block of ten

trials was calculated for each subject in both e:ryerimental and

control groups. These difference score data r,rere subjected to

analyslr of variance (trvo factor, repeated measures on one factor)

sunrmarized in Table 3.3.
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TABL'E J. J

Suurary of Analysis of Variance of Diffcrences Betrreen
Response Tirnes to Stimuli of Two Auditory trbequencies
in Five Blocks of Ten Trials by Tlru Groups of Differently
Reared Rats

.PIdfssSource

Total
Between Subjects

Rearing

Error b
Within Subjects

Trial Blocks

Trials X Rearing

Error W

445,2L

?6.a9
4.99

7t.10
369.L2

5r.95
16.60

288.n

4.gg

5.O7

7.98
L2.L5

5.15

<1.00

L,54

2,35

79

L5

1

T4

64

,r

4

56

NS

ns

The analysis revealed no evidence that the subjects responded

ilifferently in the early stages of discrimination training because

of differenccs in.rearing. ft is thus reasonable to conclude that

prior sound erperience, or lack of it, was irrelevant to the

subjeetsl performanee on the frequency discrinination task.

fn the analysis surr-arized in Table 3.2, a highly significant

difference found betr,reen response times to the stimulus frequency

of 8klfu (mean response time = 5.28sec) u"d response times to the

stirunlus frequency of lrkllz (n"an response time = J.LSsec) indicated

that the speed of responding was uncler the control of the stinulus

dimension of souncl frequency and also that a discrimination was

being made between the two frequencies by the subjects.
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The variation in response times attributable to differences

between blocks of 
.50 

trials r,'as significant. Duncanls uultiple

range tests, summarizcd in Tabl-e 3.4 indicated that responses made

to 8kHz stiuuli became significantly faster as trials proceeded

frou Block I to Block IV. Responses to 4ldlz stinruli, hovever,

showed no such pattern. Tlris result is consistent with an inter-

pretation that the subjects improved in discrininating between the

trvo stimulus frequencies as trials proceeded. ^

TA3I,E J.4

Surnmary of Duncanls I'frr1tiple Range Tests of Mean Response
Tines in Blocks of 50 Trials to Stimuli of Sldlz and 4kHzx
for all subjects combined (t'Uf6)

Means of- Response Times in Seconds to SkIIz Stinuli

Trial Blocks

Means

i ii iii iv

7.78 5,4L 4.66 1.65

Means of Response Times in Seconds to 4ldlz Stinuli

Trial Blocks

Means

i ii iii iv

9.17 8.14 8.05 7,7r

* Means not undcrseored by the same line are significantly different
(g ..6't

There was a signifieant difference found in response times

between male and femalc subjects. The mean response times for
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females was 5.89sec, anrl for males 7,1\sec; thus females responded

significantly more rapidly than ditl males.

Fbernrency General ization Tcst

AfI 16 subjects completed the 50 trial test in one session

each, The median response times of the ten trials for each of the

five stirnulus frequencies for each subject were caleulated and

averaged over subjects in each group. Figure J.J sumarizes the

results of .the frequency generalization test trials and indicates

that the shortest mean response times occurred to SlcHz stimrli and

response times increased as test stimuli became nore distant along

the frequency dimension from the SkHz value.

The results of an analysis of variance (ttrree factor with

repeatecl measures on one factor) on the frequency generalization

test data are shorvn in Table J.5,

. TABLE 

'.JSunrnary of Analysis of Variance of Itesponse Times to Stinuli
of Five .Andi.tory ftequencies by Two Groups of Differently' Reared llats

Source df I
Total
Betr,reen Subjects
Rearing
Sex
Rearing X Sex
Error b

Within Subjects
Stimulus Frequency
Frequency X Rearing
Frequency X Sex
f'bequency X Sex X ll,earing
Error w

zloz .rloo
74.O5 L5.17 <.005
4.94 <1.00
).)4

0+:,ee sg:,at <.001
l5.6ln 2,O9 ns
8.92 L.37 ns
4.rj <1.00
6.ij

7546.65
t\7.49

2.02
74.05
4,94

66.48

!L99.t4
778.73
)4.)/
35,69
t6.52

JLJ.6J

79
L5

1

1

L
L2

64
l1

4
l1

4
48
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The analysis revealed, again, that the eonditions of rearing were

not a significant source of variance. Response times for the

patterned sound cleprived erperimental group r,rere not different from

those of the varied sound reared controls'

The effect of stimulus frequency on response times was

highly significant. A Duncanrs multiple range test of the effect

of frequency on response times, summarized in TabIe 3.6, indicated

that the mean response times to four of the five stinulus frequencies

differed significantly from one another. Responses to 8kHz stimuli

were faster than to 10kHz stinnrli, and they in turn were faster than

responses to 6kI{2. Responses to 2lilz stiruli rvere slowest.

Responses to 4l*lz stinmli did not differ from those to the flanking

stfuruli of 6t<ff2 and 2kIIz, but they did differ significantly fron

those to SkIIz and 10kHz stimuli. The results of this test showed

that the gradient tlepicted in Figure 1.1 did, in factr have a

decremental slope and that response times were under the control of

the stirmrlus dirnension of auditory frequency.

TASLE 5.6

Summary of Duncanls Range Test of Mean Respotrse Times in
Seconds to Stimuli of Five Auditory Frequencies by 16 Rats
with Ten Trials Each Per FYequency. x

Means of Ilasponse Times in Seconds

Stimulus hequency 2kblz ltlrJlLz 6l<tlz 8kHz 10kHz

Means LJ.l4 12.25 10.80 +.6J ?.80

* Means nqt undergcored by the same line are sigprificantly different
(p <.oE):
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.4"s in the traiuing trials, there lras a significant sex

difference iu response times, females (mean response time = 8.48sec)

being faster than males (mean response time = 10.4Jsec).

It was noted that the Frequeney X Rearing interaction in the

analysis of variance approached significance ( f = 2.09t E = 4/Ua,

.05 .g <.10). A subsicliary calculation showed that at the stinrulus

frequency of 6kIIz, the mean response times of the two groups differed

significantly (! = 2.116, 1!! = L4, p <.05). Inspection of the

' frequency generalization gradients in Figure J. J suggests that if

the two groups differ signifieantly at the 6kHz point, then the

tvo graphs differ in shape, one being more sharply peakecl than the

other. The generalization gradient produced by the patterned

sound deprived animals tended to be steeper than that produced by

the rats reared in varied sound. These results do not give clear

support to the contention of Ganz and Riesen (t962) that stimulus

deprived animals produce steeper generalization gradients along the

siiroulus dimension of vhich they have been deprived, after dis-

crimination training, tban do aninals not so deprived, but they did

shor* a tendency in that direction.

Conclusions

The erperiment shor,red that rearing rats in conditions which

deprived them of patterned sound had no sigrrificant effect on their

later auditory frequency discrimination ability as shor,ar on both a

learning task involving responses to stimuli of two auditory

frequencies and on a test of auditory frequency generalization. The
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patterned sound deprived rats showed no differences from varied

souncl reared controls in learning the two frequency discrimination

at any stage of the training p"ocedure, uor did they show differences

in responding to a range of auditory frequency stimuli on a test of

frequency generalization.

The results rr,ere similar to those of Tees (tg6lu) who reared

rats in conditions of total sound deprivation and found that the

deprived rats did not perform differently frorn non-deprived controls

on an auditory frequency discrinination which required the animals

to respond to a stiruulus change from one frequency to another.

. There are several possible reasons vhy the differences in

sound environment during rearing had no effect on later auditory

frequency discrimination in tlle rats iu this experiment. The

reasous include:

o. That the experimental rats vere not, in fact, deprived

of patterned sourrd.

b. The discrimination task was so easy for the rats that

any pogsible effect of rearing was nasked by the relative speed

with wtrich both groups learned the taslc.

c. That patterned sound deprivation may have no effect on

simple frequency discrindnation, but may have an effect on a more

complex auditory discrimination.

Beasons a and b above vould seetn vory unlikely because of

precautions taken to ensure that varied sound was excluded from

environment of the deprived animals and to ensure that the

the

the
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itiscri.mi.natlorn task wae one lstiich atrlowsd for the exanl"riat-ion of

the perf,oTmance of fhe eubJects at varj.ous oarly'€tage.s pf the

diserimination learning. Beasons a andt e above ehoulil be eupported

or refuted by the follo,roing exXreriment lfuleh eaanines the effect

of tbe sAEe patternetl sorpd depriVatio.b oII the abiliff of rats to

leam a eonplex auilitorSr dieeri,nioation.
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Experiment -Ib

The Effcct of. Pattenred Sound Deprivation on

Auditory Pattern Discrimination in Albino Rats

Ihis experiment was designed to explore the effect of

rearing rats in patterned sound deprived conditions on their later

performance on an auditory test rvhich involved the discriminatiou

of one pattern of auditory frequencies from another ilhich differed

from the first in tenporal sequence.

Method

Subj ects

Ttre subjects l,ere 16 Sprague-Da'rrrley strain albino "ui",
ten males and six females, litter-mates of the 16 used in Experinent

Ia.

Apparatus

The rearing environment apparatus v,as the s€une as that used

in.Experiment fa, as was the auditory discrirnination test apparatus.

Ttre auditory pattern discrimination stimuli consisted of

three tone groups each 0.4see in length with no silent intervals

between the three tones. The svitching'arrangement was such that

the fall time of the tone r,'as overlapped by the rise time of the

folloving tone. There was a 0.8sec silent interval between the

groups of three tones and the rise and fall time of each group was

8lhsec. The first anil thirtl tones of each group of three wero of

one auditory frequency and the second was of anotlrer frequeney. All

three tones vere delivered at the same intensity measured with the
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sonnd level meter microphone 20cn from the speafter diaphragm and

at 0o angle'of ingidence.

The tones were generated by tvo transistor oscillators,

one fixed to the frequency of 4kIIz and the other to 8kII2. The

oscillators .were connected to the test chanber loudspeaker through

relays operated altemately by contacts on two channels of a

Friden Inc. Model SP-2 eight channel paper tape reader. The tape

reader was advanced one step every 0.lrsec by the Grass square vavil

stiuulator. The pattern made up of the group of three tones could

be reversed from high-Iow-high to low-high-low by a switch rdrich

reversed the output counections of the trnlo oseillators. This

reversal was automatically delayed until the next 0.8sec silent

interval irrespeetive of rihen the srnritch was throyn. The Philips

PM 12IO cathode ray oscilloscope was used to check the frequeueies

antl the tine intervals of the auditory signals.

Procedure

. The 16 subjects, drar*n fron the mixed litters as described

in Experiment Ia, vere divided into tr+o groups of eight with an

equal proportion of both sexes in each groupr One group, the

elcperimental group, rrtas placed with a mother in one of the tvo cages

in the room containing the white noise generating apparatus, and the

other group, the control group, was placed with a mother in the roon

with the varied sound environment. The rearing procedure was the

same as that for the rats of Experiment fa urrtil the rats reached

60 days of age.
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.Auditorv pattern discrimination training method

The stinmli consisted of a series of groups of three tones

in a temporal arrangenent rlescribed earlier with the first and

third tones in each group of one frequency, the'second of another

frequency. The auditory pattern vas similar to that used by

Neff and Dianond (tg5s), Sharlock, Thcki.ng and Strominger (tg6S)

and Teed (tg67a). the pattern selecteil to be the positive stimulus

(S+) naa the first aud third tones of each group at a frequency of

SkIIz ancl the second tone at 41fiz (trign-tolr-high) while the negative

stimulus (S-) was the reverse vith the first and third tones at

,rHIz and the second tone at SkHz (lov-high-low). Ih.e tones were

set to an intensity of 68d8.

The method of stimrlus presentatiorr employed was the one

usually used in discrete trial auditory disclimination procedures

(*.g. Kappauf, L945; Butler, Diamond and Neff, t957; Thompson,

t959; Tees, t967a). The subjects were requireC to respond to a

change frorn the continuously presented S- to S+.

Each trial began I'ith the first toue of the group of three

after the stimulus had been changed from S- to $r and ended vhen

either the subject had responded by crossing ttrre central barrier

in the test charnber and touched two adjacent floor bars or when

30sec had elapsed, rvhichever occurred first. the duration of each

trial was recorded. Responses made during trials ryere revarded

with drops (0.01m1) of vater. The ITI r,,as 20i5sec. To discourage

ITI responding, an S+ postponement system was imposed so that no

trial began before the subject had remained on one side of the
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barrier for at least 15sec.

Auditorrr patte::n cliscrimination training. Three days

before training began, the subjects were plaeed on a water deprivation

schedule rvtrich allowed them access to water for J0min every 24hrs.

Eight of the 16 subjects, four experimental animals and four controls,

began the procedure aged 64 days and the remaining eight began on

post-tatat day /1. Each subject was trained at the sane tine of

day each day.

0n the first training day each subject was placed in the test

chamber and allowed to diseover the location of the tr,ro.liquid

dippers and to drink from each. This procedure was carried out in

silence, Then to establish ilshuttlingrrbehaviour, ten responses

vere elicited by allowing the subject to drink a drop of water

r+henever it crossed the central barrier and approached the tiquid

dipper. Finally., each subject was given ten trials vith the sound

stiuuli but w'ithout the JOsec trial limitation so that eventually,

responses were made to all ten S+ presentations. Each subject

was then returned to its home cage and given access to water for

J0nin"

Or the second and subsequent training days, 50 trials were

administered daily, until a criterion of 18 out of 20 consecutive

trials w"ith trial cluratiorts of less than 10sec with no response

having been made in the 15sec prior to S+ presentation had been

reached. A limit of 500 tri.als per subject ryas set to lessen the

likelihood that the criterion could lre met eventuallXr bY chance

(Grant, 1947).
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Ilesults and Discussion

TABLE J.7

Trials to Criterion* for Rats Reared in Varietl Souud

and Auditory Pattem Deprived Ilats on an -Auditory
Pattern Discrimination Task

E4rerimental
Group (maitory
Pattern Deprivecl )

Control
Group (Varie{
Sound Reared)

nat Trials Trials

111
124
L27
T6
745
779
L63
117

Means L32.50 5J.L2

L5.57 9.58

*Excluding criterional trials.

The rats reared in the varied sound environment took

signi.ficantly fever trials to reach the eriterion of auditory

pattern discrirniuation than did the auditory pattern deprived

animals ( t = rL.7o, 3! = 14, ! <.001).

The results coincide r,,ith those of Tees (tg6Z") who found

that rats reared in the absence of all sound had difficulty

learning a similar auditory pattern discrimination to that used

in the present experiment. Tees concluded that some auditory

experience was neccssary before rats could learrr an auditory

pattern discrinination easily. Hor,r'ever, the present erperirnental
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group of rats, slover to learn the auditory pattern discrimination

than the control group, was reared in an enviro nent which includetl

sound. Thus the results of the present experiment suggest a

restatement of Teesr conclusion: Facility in learning an auditory

pattern discrimination by rats depends on their prior experience

rrith sound vhich varies in frequency and inteusity.

hhether the r.rhite noise rearing affects just auclitory

pattern discrimination in rats, or whether it has a nmch more

general effect on the later behaviour of rats needs to be investi-

gated, however, before conclusions and implications can be drawn

rrith confidence from the results df this experiment.

General Discussion

The two experiments described in this chapter together

showed that albino rats, reared.in patterned-sound-depriving white

noise, r.rtren removed from the noise and tested for auditory dis-

crimination, could discrininate between auditory frequencies just

as easily as rats reared in a varied sound environment. Eowever,

the patterned sound deprived rats could not learn an auditory

pattern discrimination as easily as others that were reared in a

varied sound enviroruuent.

Experirnent Ib results shoved that rats were affected by

the deprivation experience so a conclusion that an effect of

deprivation rfas not shorm on the frequency discrimination task in

Experiment Ia because the rats r/ere uot deprived of patterned sound

was not sustained. The alternative conclusion that rats can dis-
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criminate auditory frequencies despite deprivation of patterned

sound was supported.

A firn conclusion about the role of varied sound erPerience

iu the ratrs ability to discrirninate auditory patterns was diffi-

cult to drav from the results of E4leriment fb. Ore possible

conclUsion vas that erryerience rn'ith varied soUnd lrtas necessary

for rats to be able to discriminate auditory patternsr i.e. the

deprivation retarderl the development of auditory pattern dis-

crimination in the rats. .Another possible conclusion was that

cognitive or emotional differences between the trco groups of rats

testetl in Experinent Ib could account for the differences in

performance found. A further possible conclusiou was that 60

days of patterned sound deprivation caused an.originally eristing

ability of the rats to discriminate auditory patterns to deteriorate.

These possible conclusions are examined in following chapters.



CIIAPTM FOT]N

rEE ETFECTS OF NEARING AI,BINO RATS IN I{I{ITE NOISE ON

TEEIn PHYSICAL DE\mL0PMEhn AI'ID 0N 1IIEIR PEnFORMANCE

ON VARIOUS MEA,SUNES OF E,IMIONAI AT.ID COGNITIIM BffiAVIOI.IR

Rearing aninals in darlmess can have an effect on their

attention, perception and accompanying responses 1rhich is not

due simply to their lacking the opportunity for visral learning

(Fantz, 1967). Similar treatment also affects emotional arousal

and control in animals (".g. Miller, 1p48; Riesen, 1p61), as

does rearing in social isolation in some species (9.t. Harlow

and Earlow, t965; Melzack, 1968). At least tr+o forms of de-

privation, visual and social, appeqr to produce animals emotion-

ally and cognitively rlifferent from non-deprived controls.

Ihe e4periments described in this chapter explored the

possibility that deprivation of patterned sound in rats resulted

in animals rrhich differed either enotionally or in their ability

to perform a complex visual discrimination from non-deprived

controls. The prinary intention of the experineuts vas to discover

rshether the reeults of the preceding Experiment Ib, rihich showed

that patterned sound deprived rats rsere inferior on an auditory

patterb diserimination task to non-deprived controls, could be

explained by suggesting that enotional or cognitiie differences

betr.reen the trro groups of rats accounted for the difference in the

regults. The secondary intention of the present e4perinents was

-6t-
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to discover ryhether the effects of auditory pattern deprivation

on enotional behaviour and discrinination behaviour ryere similar

to those reported for visual deprivation.
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Emeriment IIa

The Effeet of. Rearing in tlhite Noise on lfeaning Weight

and tEnotionalitvl in the Albino Rat

Stinulation of rats during infancy by handling (".g. Hunt

and Otis, Igfi), shocking (Ievine, Chevalier and Korchiu, L956),

shaking (L"vin" antl lewis, LgSg), cooling (Schaefer, L)6J), ot

exposing to loud noises (Henderson, L96?)r causes sigaificant

ehanges in a rmge of behavioural and physiological Processest

especially those processes involved in emotional behaviour. As

rrell as these procedures r'ihich iuvolve the introduction of

extrinsic stimrlation to the existing ambient levels of stinulation

during rat infaney, the ambient levels themselves have been shovn

to have an effeet on later physiologieal states and later behaviour.

Invine and King (fff5) found weight differences at rueaning between

rats reared in a sound attenuated chamber and those reared in a

normal colony. Following on from levine and King, a study by

Ilenenberg, Schell, Karas and Haltneyer (t566) shoved differences in

rreaning weight and in behaviour on an open-field test betveen rats

reared in a quiet room and others reared in a laboratory colony.

The amount of activity shorm and the number of faecal boluses

dropped in the novel open space of an open-field test were generally

regarded as indications of enotionality in rat subjects (cJ'

Broadhurst, t9J7; l{hinbey and Denenberg, 1967),

In the light of the Denenberg g! El. $166) study, it was
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considered possible that rats reared under the patterned sound

deprived conditions described in E4periment Ib reported in

Chapter Three could differ in rr'eaning veight and in emotionality

as meastrred by open-field behaviour from others reared in a varied

sound environment. If there were differences in emotional

responsiveness betveen early patterned sound ilepriveil rate and

normally reared animals, then the implicatione of such differences

for conclusions dratn fron the results of Erperinent fb vould need

to be examined.

!bttrod

Subjects

the subjects were J2 Sprague-Davley albino rats, J6 males
I

and ,6 females, the progeny of trro fathers and four mothers. The

J2 vete fron four groups of litters, each group consisting of

i' litterg cast at the same tine. The groups were formed over the

period of 12 months.

joparatus

the apparatus used in rearing the zubjects was described

in Experiment Ia, as vas the auditory discrinination testing

apparatus.

The device used to weigh the subjects on day 21 after birth

vas a rtDialogramrr Ohaus Scale Corp. weighing machine capable of

weighing 0.5gm.

lbe open-field test apparatus was a flat, nhite painted

surface g6 X g6cn surrounded by 8cm walls also painted r+tite. The
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space was subdivided into 12 X 12cn squares by black lines.

Directly above the centre'of the field and some 60cn from the

eurface was suspended a 15On electric light bulb. The open-field

apparatus was situated in the same room as the auditory discrinina-

tion test chamber and was thus sinilarly isolated from extraneous

events.

Procedure

Ihe subjects were nixed r.'ithin 12hre of birth in the

manner described in E:rperinrent Ia so that no rat mother raised more

than half of her orrn litter at any one time. The erperimental

group, J5 of the subjects, was reared under the rrhite noise cou-

rlitions also described in Erperiment Ia. The remaining J7 subjects

formed the controt *"oop and were reared in the varied sound environ-

ment supplied by the 24hr radio broadcast and various casual anbient

noiges.

All subjects were veaned on t'he 21st day after birth by the

renoval. of the rat mothers. 0n that day also, they rrere veighed.

0n the 60th post-natal day the subjects were allotted to

groups to undergo auditory iliscrinination testing. One batch of

20 animals, ten from the experinental group and ten from the control

group, was assigned to e4perience an auditory frequency diecrimination

procedure, identical for each subject, followed by the open-fieId

test. This batch was selected from the rest of the subjects on

the basis that all members were the same age on the same day.

0ver a period of four daily sessions, each subject conpleted

an auditory frequency discrimination teet, details of rrhich rrere
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given in Experiment fa in the preceding chapter.

At the conclusion of each daily auditory discrimination

session, each zubject was taken directly fron the test chanber

and placed in the centre of the open-field apparatus. fte 150w

light was sritched. on and the subject was observed for 120sec.

the number of lines on the floor that the subject crossed with

all four feet and the number of faecal boluses dropped during the

120sec internral were recorded. The subjeets vere retqrned to

their hone cages imediately after the open-field test each day'

To collect a large sample and to uito* for tlryical behaviour to

develop, the open-field testing was continued for five consecutive

days, as recommended by Broatlhurct (t957) *d Levine md Broadhurst

(tg61). 0n the fifth day, because the auditory discrimination

procedure ended on the fourth day, each rat was placed in the

open-field directly from its home cage at approxinately the sane

tine of day as on the previous four days.
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Re$rlts

lfeanins Weight

Table 4.1 presents a sumrary of the results.

T"ABLE 4.1

Means anil Standard Deviations of. Botly Weight in Grans at
21 Days of Age of Albino Bats Nornally Reared and Reared
under lfhite Noise Conclitions

Means SDsFll[rerimental
Group
(rnitl noise
reared )'

Control
Group
(Normally
reared )

Females

18

L7

18

1g

48.50 6.02

45.47 7.54

5I+.72 7,20

A 2 X 2 analysis of variance of the data, su@arized

in Table 4,2r indicates that the effect of the rearing con-

ditions was highly significant. The rrtite noise reared anirnals

vere lighter (."* rueight = 47.O2gr.) tnan the controls (nean

'rueight = J2.08gn). the analysis also revealed that the effeet

of eex was significant'. Females vere lighter (nean weight =

47.6rgm) than nales (tnean veight = l1.61gm). Ihe effect of

the interaction Sex X Hearing was not 'significant.
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TABLE 4.2

$rmary of Analysis of Variance of
21 Days of Age of NormallY Reared
Reared Albino Rats.

Body ltreight at
and White Noise

Fdf

Total
Rearing
Sex
Rearing X Sex
hror

5760.88
459.t4
%4.0L

40.7J
2977.O0

7I
1
1

1
68

trnj,u
294.01

40.73
4J.77

10,48 <.005
6.49 <.05

<1.00 ns

Open-field Test

Activity measure. Ihe sulnr4ary Table 4. J indicates the

amount of activity of the subjects in the open-field neasured

by the number of times the lines on the open-field floor were

crossed during the 120sec testing. sessions over the five day

period. The results for males were separated from thoee for

females as a aex difference was expected (Broailhurst, t95?).

Experimental
Group (ttoise
reared)

Control Group
(Nomally
reared )

TABI,E 4. J

Meaus and Standard Deviations
0pen-fi6ld by Normally Reared
Albino Rats

of .A,ctivity Seores in an
and llhite Noise Reared

Means

J8.85

Lt2 25.L5

t02 16.22

L23 LO.59

These data vere subjected t'o a 2 X 2 analysis of variance

r.,hich is summarized in Table 4.4. The experimental group did

not differ significantly fron the control group on this measure

of activity. Nor vas there a significant difference betr+een

the sexes in activity in the open-field.

Males

Females
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TABLE 4.lr

Sunmary of Analysis of Variance
0pen-fieId Activity by NornallY
Noise Reared Albino Rats.

of a Measure of
Reared ancl ltlhite

PFmsdfSource

Total .

[earing
Sex
Rearing X Sex
bror

20895.20
1J44.80
1t2L.20

97.20
.L6J32.0O

r rr*aleo
5L2L.20

97.20
L020.75

t9
L
L

1

L6

L,3t
3.05

<1.00

n8
ns
ns

Ilefecation. The results of the faecal bolus count over

the five day period is sumarized in Table 4.5.

TABLE 4.5

Means and Standard Deviationq of Numbers of Faecal
Boluses dropped in an Open-field by Nornally Reared
and lihite Noise Reared .AJ.bino Rats.

Means

Ex;lerinental
Group (Noise
reared)

Control Group
(Nornally
reared )

TL.L6 6.2\

7.50 2.18

9.50 4.5L

). () 3.86

.0u analysis of variance (Z X Z) of the bolus count data

is sutrmarized in Table 4.6. There vas no significant difference

betrrcen the tvo groups in the number of boluses -dropped over the

period of the experiment. there was no significant difference

betveen the sexes on this measure, either.
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TABLE 4.6

Surmrary of Analysis of Variance of Number of Faecal
Boluses Dropped in an Open-field by Nornally Reared
and l{hite Noise Reared Albino Rats.

3df

Total
Beariug
Sex
Rearing X Sex
hror

438.55
14.45
66.00
0.01

3fr.O9

L4.45
65. oo
0.01

22.18

<1.00
2.94

<1.00

ns
ng
ns

1g
L
1

L
L6

Discussion

The results shorn'ed that rats reared under the white noise

conditions described in the experiment veighed less at weaning

age but showed no significant differences on an open-field test

from others reared under constantly varying noise conditions.

The weaning weight results are verJr similar to those of

Ievine and King (t965) and Denenberg, Schell, Karas and Haltrneyer

(t966) rrfoo found that rearing rats in a sound attenuated chanber

or in a quieter room than the usual laboratory eolony roon r€-

.sulteal in reduced veigbt gain by the tine of rreaning conpared with

controls. The even consistency of the sound environment used in

the current enperiments to deprive rats of patterned sound had a

sinilar effect to a quiet environment on rat early veight gain.

lcvine and King (t165) suggested that the quiet condition of

their erperiment probably affected the mother rats rather than

the infants directly. Levine and Kinglg reasoning vas baeed on

their finding in the sane expefiment that rat litters bom in

the sound attenuated conditions they used, seldom survived intact
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to the age of weaning because they were destroyed by their

mothers. Thus Levine and King felt that naternal behaviour was

rlisorganized by the sensory restriction inposed, resulting in a

veight loss amongst the surviving offspring. It is of interest

tn note that during the development of the sound environment

nanipulation procedures for the present series of e:ryeriments,

the mortality rate was vet1y high anongst litters born in the

vhite noise conditions of the study. llhatever the explanation

for the difference in rveight at weaning betveen the differently

reared subjects, their physiological status at weaning did not

applil to have had an effect on later enotionality as measured

by open-fielrl test behaviour.

Denenberg g! 4. $166) compared rats reared in quiet

and noisy rooms rdth rats which had been subjected to the extra

stimrlation of having been handled during the pre-weaning period

of development. They rrere surprised that their hypothesis that

the rats reared in the noisy room would be sinilar to handled

rats.in weaning rreight and in open-field behaviour vas uot

upheld by their experimental results. The usual finding is that

rats stinulated by handling before weaning weigh less than non-

hantlled controls at veaning (Ilenenberg and Kardsr L96li Icvine

and 0tis, 1958; Ievine, L957) and show less emotionality on an

open-field test by beiug more active and defecating less (".g.

lrlhinbey and Denenberg, Lg6?i Levine and Broadhurst, L965).

These usual findings were reported in the Denenberg g! gI. (fS66)

study for their animals handled prior to r*eaning'. The sme
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findings nere also reported, however, for the aniuals reared in

the quiet rather ttran the noisy conditions. .Iho @ of noise

appeared to affect the subjects in a manner sinilar to handling

during infancy. They showed less emotionality as adults.

' The results of the present experiment suggest that

although the vtrite noise rearing condition was sinilar to the

Denenberg g! "1.'(196e) 
qrriet rearing condition in that it pro-

vided a steady backgroqnd stfumlation rather than a series of

brief fluctuations in stimulation such as that provided by

hantlling, the effects itiffered. The aninals reared under the

vhite noise condition were neithe.r more nor less emotional tban

aninals reared under fluctuating hoise conditions l*ten measured

for emotional behaviour on tJre open-field test.

It is possible that the wtrite noise rearing had no effect

on the development of emotional behaviour of the experinental

subjects. They r.'ere thus no different from controls on the open-

field test. It is also possible that the rshite noise rearing

ttirl affect the development of emotional behaviour in the experi-

mental subjects either directly or through the mother rats, but

the bontrol subjects were equally affected iu their emotional

development by some aspect of their rearing environment such as

the constantly fluctuating sognd environment provided by the

radio. A consideration of the Denenberg et aI. (tg66) results

suggests that the second e:planation for the present results is

tJre more likely one of the tno.
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The finiling in this eqreriment that there rflere no signi-

ficant sex differenses in open-field behaviour apPears to be

unusual.. Female rats usually defecate less and anb'ulate more

than nale rats in an open-field (Broadhurst, t957; Ievine,

Lg66). Honever the present results are sinilar to those of

hoadhurst (tgSZ) who reported that he found no slear indication

of sex differences in open-field behaviour in rats until they

rrere at lpast 100 days oltl. Ihe rate in the present shrdy

were 60 to 70 day's of age.

ErFeriment Ib described in Chapter 4 indicatetl that

rats reared in a rihite noise environment differed from those

reared in a patterned sound environrnent on a test of auditory

diecrimination. The present erperinent found no evidenee that

the rearing conditions produced emotionally ilifferent animals.

Ihus it cannot be clained t'hat the reason that the tlifferriutly

reared rats behaved differently on the auditory aiscrininatiou

test was that they differed in enotionality and thus one of the

tno groups was handicappeil in learning the response task.
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t IIb. The Effect of Reari in llhite Noise
Visual Discrimination in the bino Rat

several r,'riters have raised the possibility that animals

subjected to sensory deprivatfon early in life nay not learn a

particular discrimination as easily as normally reared animals

because their capacity either to nake fine discrininations in

general or to learn the response task involved in the discrimination

test has been affectetl by the deprivation experience. Representative

of these r^ryiters is Melzact (f964) ll'ho, on the basis of his €x-

perience with dogs raised in isolation, suggested that animals

subjected to sensory ileprivation early in life nay have difficulty

both in attending selectivety to stimuli and in inhibiting

irrelevant response patterns because such animals appear to be

excessively targusedt by anbient stinuli, A similar suggestion

vas made by Zimbardo and Montgomery (L957) r+to noted that rats

reared in an tenrichedt environment spent much less tine exploring

the novel environnent of a problen-solving test than did rats

Ieared iu timpoverishedl conditions. As a consequencer Zinbardo

and Montgomery suggested, the lenriched I rats were able to solve

the test problens more rapidly than the limpoverishedl rats.

McCIeary (tg6O) proposed that sensorily deprived subjects

night be able to discriminate between conplex stimuli but might

not be able to link the perceived differences betroeen stinuli with

responses denanded by the experimenter. Mc0leary vas reporting

the results of an eryeriment rfrere monocularly deprived fish sho\*'ed

interocular transfer rrrhen heart rate was used as a response measure.
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Other previous e4perimenters using more conplicated response

measures had not been able to show interocular. transfer in mono-

cularly deprived fish, (".g. McCleary, L954). the response task

is clearly an important factor in deternining discrimination test

results, a point rne 11 recoguized by researcherg rrho advocate using

a battery of tests before concluding that a sengorily deprived

minal ean or ca4not make a particular discrinination (Bosenzweig,

Lg?t).

Support for the notion that perceptual differences found

between sensorily deprived animals and non-deprived controls may

be the result of differences iu general problen-solving ability

rather than differences in particular perceptual abilities can be

found in some of the studies which show the effects of tenriched I

and tinpoverishedt living conditions on later rat behaviour. Rats

reared in cages rvhich feature visual and somesthetic-kinesthetie

stimrli such as wheels, ladders and childrensr toy bloeks are able

to solve the problems involved in various nazes such as the Hebb-

lfillians maze and visual revergal discrinination problems nore

readily than rats reared in isolation in cages with solid, visually

restricting walls (Snnovitch, t952; Woods, L959i Forgays and

Read, 7962; Rosenzweig, L|TL), Rosenzweig (tgZt) suggested that

t'he advantages shorrm by rats reared in enriched conditions on these

tests of general leaming ability vere not merely the result of the

enriched environment providing sensory errperiences sinilar to those

encountered in the tests. '$rch specific experience has been shor.n

to exert a clear effect on later specific discrininations in rats

(Meier ad McGee , L959; Gibson, lfalk and Tighe, Lg5g). 0n his
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visual reversal'test, for instanee, Rosenzrreig found that there was

no tlifference between enriched and deprived rats on the initial

dark-Iight discrimination, an illunination difference which the

enriched rats could have experienced more often than ttre deprived

rats which were kept in constantly dim light. However, there

vas a marked difference between the two gToups of rats in the

speed at which they learneil the first and subsequent reversals of

the stinnrli between ligfut-reinforced and dark-reinforced. It is

difficult.to imagine rrhat sensory elements would be present in the

enriched environment used in Rosenzweigts e4perinent vhich would

give rats experience in behaviour tovards stiuulus revergals' 'The

enricbment or inpoverishment of the rearing environment, then,

could affect the general learning ability of tbe organism.

Aseldonraisedaspectofsensorydeprivationisthatof

the possibility of the existence of rsensory compensationr, the

srupranormal deve.Iopnent of the use of other senses to compensate

for a defective one. Rosenm.'eig (L966) reported that in a series

-of experiments using either blinded or visually deprived rats,

veights ancl biochenical activity of the non-visual cerebral cortical

areas of these animals were significantly greater than those found

in sighted controls. Gyllensten, Malnfors and Norrlin (f966)

reported sinilar finilings with nice. MacDougall (fgZO) ana

MacDougatl and Rabinovitcn (fgZf) followed the finding of

Rosenzweigls by atienrpting to discover whether these brain differ-

ences between sensorily deprived and normal animals could be

parallelled by behavioural differences. They examined visual
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erploration behaviour and visual pattern discrinination (vertical

and horizontal etriations) in rats deafened by an ototoxic dnrg.

They found'no di.f f erenceg ou the visual tests they used between

deafened and normally hearing rats. Bowever, several studies

have demonstrated that a vertical-horizontal striation discriminatiou

can be acconplished even by rats reared in darkress as easily as

non-visually rleprived controls (Woodruff and Wickens, l95ti Woodruff

and Slovak, L965; Tees, 1968a),, The results obtained by MacDougalt

and flabinovitch are thus not surprising considering that the

striation discrinination test was the nost taxing visual taek they

required their rats to accomplish. ff nornally sighted rats had

uo advantage on the test over visually deprived rats, then deafened

rats cannot be expected to shov greater ability than norrmlly

hearing rats on the same test. It is possible, however, that

tsensory s6mpensationt may be able to be demonstrated using a more

sensitive discriminatiou test than that used by MacDougall and

Rabinovitch.

' the present e4periment was designed to discover the effect

of rearing rats in r+trite noise, depriving them of patterned auditory

experience, on their later ability to solve a rdifficultr visual

diserinination problem. Both the response task and the visual

discrinination vere made ileliberately diffieult so that the general

learning ability of the rats could be tested as rr'ell as their

ability to make complex visual discrininations. The testing was

acconplished (a) r,ift the response task by requiring the subjects

tn nake a sequence of responses rather than the more usual single
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responses to the ttiscrininative stinuli and (b) vith the visual

discrinination by expecting the subjects to discrimiuate betveen

trro visual forns v'hich rats reared in darkness have difficulty

discriminating, an X and an N (Tees, 1968a).

It was considered possible that rats reared in a varied

sound environment might be able to learn the response task and

nake the difficult visual discrinination more easily than others

reared in white noise because the deprivation erperience had

affected the general learning ability of the deprived aninale

or had caused them to be easily distracted by noises in the novel

sound enviroument of the test situation. Converselyr it rras

considered possible that the patterned sound deprived rats uight

prove superior on the visual task because of tsensory compensationt.

lfhether the results indicated a superiority or an inferiority

of the rrhite noise reared rats on the visual discrimination taskt

the inplications.of the results for the eonclusions that could be

frarnr 
fron Experiment Ib need to be examined.

Method

Subjects

The subjects nere 12 Sprague-Dawley albino rats from trvo

litters of t4 and 1J pups which were born on the same day and rihich

had a father in corrmon.. Within 12hr of the birth of the last rat

pup, neonates were randonly culled fron both litters so that 12

remained, six males and six females.
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*Apparatus

Rearing nas carried out using the same apparatus as uas

describeal in Experiment Ia above. 1\^r.o cages vere located in

separate rooms; one room also containing rihite noise generating

apparatus, the other a radio tuned to a 24hr broadcasting etation.

The visual discrimination apparatus was a fully autonated

device designed for a discrete trial simultaneous visual dis-

crinination procedure. The test chamber was a clear acrylic

(,'persp"x,,) box T X t6cm and 16cn high rith a floor of 4m

aluniniun rods set 2cm apart to forn a grill across the sh.ort

rfiilth of the box. At one end of the chanber vere tr*o 4.5 X 6cn

translucent plastie ("Iylar") panels set 5cn apart vith their

bases 5crn from the grill floor. A 4.5 X 2cnr stainless steel

plate nas set imediately beneath each of the translucent panels.

the plates rdere connected with contact relays (L.nigU Valley Model

L52O) vhich rgere also connected rrith the floor bars. Touching

any of the floor bars and either one of the steel plates siuultaneously,

trlpped one or other of the contact relays.

The two translucent panels rdere separated by a clear

acrylic divider vhich extentled fron the floor to the roof and fron

the wall betveen the trvo translucent panels, 10cm out into the test

chamber. The lower corner of the divider on the edge attached to

the panel wall was cut awry to acconmodate the nozzle of a lchigh

Va1ley lbdel 1J2l liquid solenoid valve whieh ertended through the

panel wall into the test chamber. The dividet, nozzle and ste'el
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plates I'ere arranged so that a snall animal could receive liquid

from the nozzle on one side of the divider or the other, but could

not reach past the nozzle. to touch the steel plate on the opposite

side of the divider.

From the centre of the opposite end wall of the test

chamber fron the translucent panels and 5cm above the floorr €x-

tended a 5 X 6cn aft:miniurn plate on the same plane as the floor.

The plate was attached to a micro$tritch so that an 1lgm pressure

on the outer edge of the plate tripped the switch. Set centrally

in the wall Jcm above the plate was an 8m dianeter dim yellow

light bulb.

The test chanber was painted inside 'antl out rrith non-

reflecting black paint except for the area behind the trco trans-

Iucent panels, the diviiler and an area on the front wall through

rrhich the subjects in the chamber could be observed.

A Kortak Carosel S slide transparency projector was positioned

some 50cm from the test chamber. An irnage fron the left half of a

iliae transparency could be projected onto one of the tvo trans-

lucent panels in the test chanber at the same tine that an image

fron the right side of the same transparency was projected onto

the oth6r translucent panel.

the visual stimrli used in ttre discrinination test were

projected images of an x anrl an N originating from a Letraset

International Ltd. letter sheet No. 45J. the trro letters rrere

jurtaposed on a clear plastic filn in such a way that when placed

in the projector, an image of one letter appeared centrally on one
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translucent panel in the test chamber r+hile the other letter

appeared centrally on the second panel. The transParency con-

etructed was photographically copied and reversed so that the

final transparency was projected as lighted letters on a dark

background. The 2.5 X 2.5cm stimrli images on the translucent

panels, after hav.ing been projected through a battery of neutral-

density filters to reduce the light intensity fron the projector

lap, 1a€re measured to each have a llrninance of 4J.L2cd/n2 by

a Salford Electrical Instrrrnents Ltd. photometer.

I'here were two slide transparencies used, one bearing

the stimrli in the order X N and lhe other in the opposite order,

N X. fhe projector was progrrrrmed with an altlernating switch so

that the slide change mechaaism operated alternately forwards md

backwards. [his arangement restrlted in the stinnrli alternating

betr,reen the translucent panels in the test chanber each time the

slide changer of the projector was activated.

The apparatus was operated by the aninal subjects through

a array of electro-mechanical progremml4g equipnrent which pro-

vided for the folloving sequence of events:

A touch on the steel plate imnediately beneath either of

the tvo visual sti6uli began the sequence. If the visual stimulus

selected was t}re one designated positive (S*)r the touch on the

steel plate activated the liquid solenoid valve rdrich delivered

one drop (approxinately 0.1n1) of water. Ihe liqqid solenoid

valve rf,as not operated if the steel ptate beneath the stinulus

designated negative (g) was touched. One second after the steel
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plate beneath S+ had been touched, the projectnr lamp was ex-

tinguished and the snall lanp lit above the plate serving as a

response key at'the opposite end of the test chanber from the

translucent panels. As a ltime outr arrangement to discourage

reslrcnses to $, one second after the steel plate beneath S- had

been touched the projector lamp was extinguished and the chanber

remained in darkness for Ssec after which the snall lanp above

the respoase key was lit. Depression of the response key vhile

the sall lamp was lit tumed off the small lanp and turned on

the irrojector lanpl re-presenting the stinuli. During the tine

that the projector lamp vas.extinguished, the slide change mechanisn

operated or did not operate according to control exerted by a

Lehigh Valley Model 25Ttt probability gate pre-set to operate on

5lft of the inpulses it received. The arrangement ensured that the

Sr appeared equally often on the right as on the left and that the

position of S+ at any presentation was independent of S+ positions

on previous presentatioas.

Circuitry was arranged so that only the first touch operated

the mechanisms controlled from the steel plates beneath the visual

stinnrli. F\rrther nanipulation beyond the first touch was fruitless

until the mechanisn had been reset by operation of the response key

at the other end of the test chamber.

I\m electro-mechanical counters viere connected with the

gteel plates and synchronized rrith the projector slide change

mechanism so that one counted responses to S+ rihile the other

counted S- responses.
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A Lehigh valley predeternining counter was used to organize

testing sessions iuto blocks of trials.

Ttre equipment vas located in the tr,n room suite described

in B:rperiment Ia with the test chamber and slide projector being

separated from the prograrrming and recording eEripnent by the wall

between the rooms. Most extraneous sound was prevented from

reaching the test chanber by ttre isolation of the chamber and by

the nrasking noise provided by exhaust fans as described in Ex-

periment Ia. The only illuuination in the test chamber came

fron the visual stiEuli antt, rihile they were not being presented,

from the srnall yellow IarP.

Frocedure

the rearing procedure was exactly as described in E:cperinent

Ia. The two litters vere mixed rrithin 12hr of birth of the last

rat pup and divided into two groups of six. One group was reared

with one motlrer'in the l,ihite noise room r.rhile the other remained

.in the varied sound environment with the second mother. The

mothers w€re removed vhen the pups wete 2I days old'

At 60 days of age, four subjeets from the r.rhite noise reared

group (ttre experinental group) were randomly selected to begin

visual discrinination training as were four subjects from the group.

rearerl under the varierl noise conditions (ttie control group). the

renaining subjects'begm training at 72 days of age'

Threedaysbeforetrairiingbegan,t,tresubjectswereplaced

on a 23.5hr vater deprivatiou schedule. Each subject vas trained

at the same tine each rlay anil subjects from the experinental group
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rfere alternated with those from the control group. A training

session for an individual subject lasted until 45nin had elapsed

or until the subject had made 200 responses, rvhichever the earlier

event. the subjects r*ere trained to choose one of the two visual

stinuli by touching the steel plate beneath the chosen stiuulus.

Then, rrhen the stinuli were removed, the subjects vere expected to

retreat to the far end of the chamber and depress the response key

to reinstate the stinuli for the next trial. To encourage rapid

discrimination acquisition, a rtime outt procedure was instituteil

so that for Ssec after the S- plate was touched, the chamber was

in darlmess and the response key inoperable. Each trial began

with the presentation of the stintrli and ended with tbe depression

of the reE)onse key by the subject.

Each subject was trained on a schedule involving the nethod

of successive approximations first to touch one or other of the

steel plates for rsater reward; then to touch only that steel plate

above vhich was a visual stimulus, the other panel being dark;

then finally to light a stinnrlus panel by tlepressing the key at the

far end of the c.hanber before touching the plate beueath tbe

lighted stinulus panel. Drring these training sessions only one

stinulus iorm was used. Ealf the subjects were trained to respond

to a lighted X as S+ and a dark panel as S- and half \f,ere trained

to respond to a lighted N as S+. It was found necessary to use a

vety large (fO X /cn) response key at the end of the chamber opposite

the etinulus panel during the early stages of training. Mani-

pulation of this large key could scarcely be avoided by the subjects
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as they e4plored the test chanrber. Training was regarded conplete

r+hen a subject reached a criterion of having conpleted two con-

secutive 100 trial blocks rvhere the frequency of the respongeg to

S+ was significantly greater than ehance at the .05 level.* The

criterion was met lrhen it was reached in trm consecutive blocks

either on the one dry or across trm days. After each daily

session, each subject was given J0nin free access to vater, then

returned to its home eage.

Vieual forn discrimination testing for each subjeet begqn

with the 100 trial block innnediately following that on rr&ich the

subject had reached the single forn stirnrlus versus the dark panel

discrimination criterion. S+ for six of the subjects was X and

$ rras N, while for the remaining six S+ was N and S- vas X.

For each aninal-, the S+ was the same as that for the earlier training

gessions. During testing, checks r,'rere instituted to ensure that

the subjects did not develop left or right position preferences.

* Using the method of approxinating binonial probabilities fron the
(xI.j)-up

table of the normal curre wit'h the fornnrla z = MQ

(Sieget S. Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioural Sciencest

New York, l"lcGraw Hillr L956)t with N = 100r a z score value of

1.65 is reached vheu x = 8.75. thus in a 100 trial block, tfoen a

score of 5O per cent correct responses can be interpreted as chance

responding, a score of 59 per cent correct differs from chaace

responding at above the .05 level of significance.
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0o the very few occasions that such behaviour was observed, it

vas counteracted by stopping the slide change mechanism so that

S+ was not presented on the subjectls preferred side for a number

of trials until the subject began choosing either side again.

Testing continued vith each subject completing two 100 trial

blocks daily until it reached the criterion of having completed

tr*o consecutive trial blocks wittr responses to S+ being sig-

nificantly more freqnent at the .05 level of significance than

e4pected by chance.

' Reeults and Discussion

the results (see Table 4.7') when analysed showed that the

experimental and control groups did not differ significantly in

their perfornance on the visual discrinination test (! = .'54,

U1 = 1Or p >.05). I'he experiment provided no evidence to show

that rearing rats in white noise affected their visual dis-

crimination learning.

. TABLfr, 4.7

lfrrrtber of Blocks of 100 Trials to Criterionx for Rats
. Reared in lrlhite Noise and 0thers Reared in Varied Sound

on a Visual Discrimination Test.

Experimental Group
(Noise reared)

Control Group (Varied
Sountl reared)

c'y1
C\r2
wJ
cv4
cv5
g116

EV1 8
w26
w3 4'
Et/4 4
Ev5 10
ETIS 7

Rat Tria1 Blocks nat hial Blocks

7.L6
L.77

8
-,
I
8

10

5
)

Means

SDs

6.50

2,L4

x Excluding criterional trial blocks.
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.Itvaspossiblethatruhateverdifferencesbetveenthetwo

groupsinvisualdiscrininationexistedbeforetrainingcom-enced

night have disappeared elur.ing the training procedure' This

possibility carurot be mletl oui but was not considered likely

becausethecriterionoflearningselectedwasthetrialblockin

rihich it first became clear that the rats were beginning to respond

differentiallytothestinrluspatterns.Iheresultsindicated

thatrfrateverfactorsinfluencet|thesubjectstobegintorespond

ttifferently to the tno stimrlus patterns, sound experi'ence during

rearing was probably not one of those factors' It was therefore

reasonable to conclutle that rats reared in vhite noise could learn

a tdifficultr visual d.iscrinination as easily as rats reared in

varied sound, suggesting t'hat they were no different in general

learning ability or in the ability to make ldifficultt discrimiuations'

General Conclusions

TheresultsofExperimentsllaandrlbcastseriousdoubt

ont,hepossibilitythattheeffectofdeprivationofpatterned

sound.onauditorypatterndiscriminationfoundinExperimentlb

couldbeattributabletoeitheremotionalorgenerallearning

ability differences betr^,een the auditorily depnivetl rats and rats

rearedinvariedsound.Srrchapossibilityeannotbeentirely

elininatetlbythepresentevidencerofcourse'becauseenotional

or learning ability differences might have been found had other

testsbeenused.Itrovever,inspectionofthepresentdatadidnot

reveal noticeable trends which suggested that more extensive
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testing voulrl have produced different resulte. the one difference

between the groups vhich was found, a difference in veight at

rreaning, apparently hatl no effect on later emotional behaviour

or iliscrimination learning in tle rats as tested in the experiments.

It is ilifficult to inagine therefore, that the rr'eaning rreight

difference reflectetl a difference between the groups \dhich uright

have affected auditory iliscrimination learning.

Ihe results of the eryeriments of this chapter suggested

t'hat as the effect of patter:ned sound deprivation in rats dis-

covered in Erperiment fb vas probably not attributable to emotional

or to general learning ilifferences betr{een the auditorily depriveil

and the rats rearerl in varied sound, the effect was likely.to have

been specific to auditory discrinination.



CHAPTER IT1E

TEE EFFECT OF NESTRICTING PATTER}IED SOTNID FOR 1TARIOUS

DURAII0NSANDATVARI0USAGES0NAIIDIT0trPAITmII
DIS.CRIMINATION IN fiIE ALBINO RAT

Eebb 1r**r) hypothesised that experience early in life

had a substantial effect on later behaviour and subsequent ex-

perimenters have shorra the inportance of nary varieties of

early experience on a diversity of later behaviour. The reeear'ch

in t,he area tended to flow along the faniliar eryiricisn/nativisn

Iines. gne group of investigators following Hebb 1f9t l) proposed

that the young organism was poorly developed. physically and psycho-

logically and required environmental stinulation if it were to

develop further- at all. Early experience vas held to be inportant

sinply because it preceded and thus influenced later behaviour.

.Another group of researchers folloved the work of et'hologists such

as Lorenz (fgfO) and postulated that the young organisn vag not

nerely disorganized and avaiting organization to be imposed by the

environment, but was genetically lprogran'nedl to accept some

particular forms of stinmlation fron the environment at particular

naturational points in its development. Ttrey held that stirnu-

lation at cnrcial stages of developnent had a more lasting effect

on later behaviour than sinilar stinulation at some other stage of

development. Ercperience early in life was important because

rrithout particular stirmlation within delineated lcritical periods r.

_89_
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most of which appeared to occur early in life, the subsequent

adaptation vas in jeopardy. The term rcritical periodf was re-

placeil by the less restrictive tern rsensitive periodr by Einde

(rlzo).

Ihe appropriateness of either explanation for t'he effects

of early stiuulation on later behaviour has yet to be resolved,

but it becomes important rrfuen cases of environmental deprivation

are considered. If, for instance, early deprivation of Particular

e4perience has effects judged to be adverse on behaviour, and

the organisn simply lacks experience with the stinmlus dimension

of rdhieh it has been deprived, then a supply of that e:rperience

should noilify the subseErent behaviour. However, if deprivation

oceurs during a sensitive period for receiving the stinulation

that is linked to a particular stage in the physiological naturation

process of the organisn, then later behaviour towards stinuli of

the cleprived dimeusion should be difficult to nodify.

Ihe three experiments described in this chapter rrere de-

signed to explore firstly, rvhether the effect of patterned sound

deprivation on auditory pattern discrimination in rats was the

result of deprivation early in the life of the rats or rrhether it

was simply the result of ileprivation as such. Secondly, the

experiments attenpted to e4plore which of the tr*o ex.planations

suggested above for the importance of early e4perieuce of patterned

sound for later auditory patteno discrimination was appropriate.
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Experirnent IIIa

The Effect of'60 Days of Patterned Sound Deprivation
During Adulthood on the Abilittr of the Albino Rat to
Learn an Auditory Pattern Discrimination

The results of Ercperiment Ibr described in Chapter Three,

showed that 60 days of pattemed sound deprivation affected the

ability of rats to learra an autlitory pattern discrimination. In

that experiment,'the rats were deprived from birth. The present

experiment was designerl to e4plore, in conjunction with the

results of Experinent Ib, rvhether the effect of the patterned

sound deprivation could be attributed either to the tine in the

life of tbe rat that the ileprivation occurred, or alternatively,

rrhether the effect could be attributed to some other factor such

as th.e duration of the deprivation, irrespeetive of the age of

the rat. The experiment was conducted by depriving 60 day old

rats of patterned sound for 60 days and conparing them vith 120

day old litter-nates never d"eprived of patterned sound on a test

of auditory pattern discrimination. the results of the e4perinent

rrere compared with those of E4periment Ib.

Method

Sub.iects

I\rclve Sprague-Dawley strain albino rats served as

subjects. Ttrere rsere six males and sir females from trm litters

of 14 anil 11 pups borm within 2rrhr of each other. Both litters

rrere sired by the same male vhich, together vith the two nother
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rats, had been used in this same capacity in Experiments fa and

Ib. Ihe subjects vere randonly selected from the trro litters

vith selection being restricted so that tJrree females and three

males r'rcre selected from'each of the trro litters.

Apparatus

The equipment used to produce the patterned sound deprived

and the varied sound environments was described in Experiment Ia

above. The auditory pattern discrimination training and testing

apparatus was previously described in Experiment fb.

Proc-edure

. The 12 subjects were drarmr fron their trio litters within

12hr of the birth of the last rat pup. The litters were then

nixed by exchanging trro males and one female between the litters.

Ihe resultant trro groups, each with three males and three femalest

were placed with the mother rats iu separate cages in the varied

soUnd environment. Ttre subjects remained undisturbed until they

vere 60 days old except for the removal of the mothers antl weight

measqrements 21 days after birth, segregatioq of ttre sexes on

post-natal day 45 antl minor disturbances associated with feeding,

cleaning and monitoring of sound levels.

At 60 days of age one of the grouPs of three males md

three females was selecteil by tossing a coin, to be the experinental

group, rfas removed fron the varied sound environment ad placed in

the cages in the room with ttre r+hite noise generating apparatus.

Ihe noise was svitched on and set to an intensity of 75an neasured
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at the rear junction of the trro cages. To naintain a sinilaritY

of experience with the eqrerinental.grouPr the renaining six

subjects forming the controt group were placeil ln a carrying cage

and transported around the corridor approxinately the same distance

as the experimental group, then replaced in t'he'varied sound

environment, but in the unfamiliar cages recently vacated by the

experimental group.

Ihe tvo groups remained in their different sound environ-

nents fron 60 days of age for 60 days. Comeneing on post-natal

ilry 1S, md af ter three tlays of a 23.5hr water deprivation

schedule, all subjects began an auditory pattern discrimination

task using the same procedure as that described in Erperiment Ib

above.

Results md Discussion

Sixty daYs

affect the abilitY

patterned sound during adulthood did not

rats to perform an auditory pattern dis-

crinination.Analysisoftlreresultsofthediscriminationtest
(fatte 5,t) indicated that the difference betr+een the mean nunber

of trials to criterion of the experinental group and t'hat of the

control group was not statistically significant ( ! = '74,

df =10rp>.05). '

since the earlier Experiment rb showed that patterned

sound tleprivatiou from birth for 60 days did affect the ability

of rats to perform an auditory pattern discrimination, it was con-

cluded that deprivation had an effect if it rras adminietered early

of

of
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in tb life of the rats' Hence it vould appear that earlX ex-

perieoce of patterned. sound is 
-important 

for rats to learn an

auilitory pattern discrinination.

TABLE 5.1

Trials to criterion* for Rats Deprived of Patterned
Sound for 60 Days *tl Rats Not Deprived of So'nd on

au .Alrd itory Discrimination Test.

E'xperimental Group
(Souna deprived)

Control
Sound

Rat

Group (ttgt
deprived)

Bat

EA3
&Vr
EA5
EA6

Means
SIb

Trials

59
57
53

54.L6
t.o2

ca1
cA2
CA'
ca4
cA5
c.A6

Trials

52,50
4.L5

50
46
52
59
56
52

5z
54
50

EIT1

EA2

* Excluding criterional trials.
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E:roeriment IIIb

e Effect of Patterned Sourld erience from Birth to
o* P-utt"rrt - Discritinotion

This experiment vas devised to extend tbe findings of the

previous Experinents Ib and IIfa Uy shoving that if a sensitive

period for auditory pattern experience existed during the first

60 days in the life of the rat, tten it existed either during the

first 30 4ays after birth orr conversely, during the second 50

days after birth. Hence rats were reared in varied sound for

30 rlrys fron birth then in vhite noise for the. subsequent J0

days. It was postulateil that a difference betrseen auditory

pattern discrimination test regults for the experinental rats an'l

their controls never deprived of patterned sound would indicate

that a sensitive period might exist during the second f0 day

period in a ratrs life. Alternativqly, if no difference was found

betneen the groups on the discrinination test, the first l0 
'tdy

periodafterbirthmigbtcontainsuchasensitiveperiod.

Methoit

The nethod was eractly ttrat of.the previous Experinent IrIa

except that 16 rats were used rather tlan 12, eight as experinental

animals and eight as controls. The procedure differed from t'hat

of E4periment IIIa.in that all the subjects l,lere reared in the

varied sound environment until ilrey vere J0 days old *hen the ex-

perimental group v.as removeil to the rhite noise enviro''ment vhere

it remained for the nert J0 ilays. Both groups began auditnry
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pattern discrimination training vhen they were 60 days old'

Results and Discussion

Fifteen subjects conpleted the discrimination test but

the 16th was rejected fron the experinent because it could not be

induced to learn the response task. The results (tatte 5.2)

showed that the rats deprived of patterned sound for J0 days fron

J0 days of age did not differ on the auditory discrinination test

from those not so depriv"d G = .Tr 1!! = 15, ! >.05). The

results suggested that if a sensitive period for the effect'of

patterned sound experience on auditory pattern discrinination

existed in rats, then it tlicl not exist during the period between

JO days and 50 days of age.

TABLE 5.2

Trials to criterion* for Rats Reared in varied sound
for 60 Days and Others Reared in Varied Sound for J0
Days Then Deprived of Patterned Sound for 30 Days on

m Auditory Pattern Discrinination Test.

Control Group (Not
Sountl deprived)

Ercperimental group
(Sounrl deprived)

Rat

Means
SDs

Trials Trials

45
77

40
62
66
48
,+6

cB1
cB2
cBl
c84
cB5
c86
w7
cB8

8ts1 55
Ets2 72mtfr
Ets4 47
m5 55
EB6 L6
EB7 50
EB8 42

52.62
8.65

54.L2
L2.92

* Excluding criterional trials.
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E:rneriment IIIc

The Effect of Deprivine nats of Patterned F9gq4 fgr lhe
First 10 Davs After Ilirth on Their Later Abilitv to Ica

an Auditor:y Pattern Discrimination

this erperiment was designed to designed to diseover whether

a sensitive period for the effect of patterned sound on auditory

pattern discrinination was likely to exist r,rithin the first J0

days after a ratls birth.

Method

Ihe method was exactly the same as that for the previous

Experinent IIIb except that the,e4perimental group vas deprived

of patterned sound fron birth to 3O days of age then placed in

the varied sound environment for a further J0 days. Both ex-

perimental md control groups, the latter never having experienced

eound dqrrivation, began autlitory pattern discrimination training

nhen the ra.ts vere aged 60 days.

Results and Discussion

The results of the discrfulination test are presented in

Table 5.J. The rats vhich had been deprived of patterned sound

for flre first J0 days after birth did not perform significantly

ilifferently from others not so deprived on the discrinination test

( ! = .18, df - L4, g >.05, one tailed test). The results did

not provide evidence for the existence of a sensitive period for

the effects of varied sound tluring the first 50 days after birth

in the rat.
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TABIE 
'.JTrials to Criterion* for Rats Reared in Varied Sound

and Others Reared in Uhite Noise for J0 Days then in
Varietl Sound on an Auditory Pattern Discrimination
Test Qonrnencing on Post-Nata1 Day 60.

Experinental Group
(Sound deprived)

Control Group (t'tot
Sound deprived)

Tri al snat

Means
SDs

Trials

46
J6
l8
53
t6
44
6T
47

cc1
cc2
ccJ
cc4
cc5
cc6
cc7
cc8

EC1 lr0
EC2 46
Ec3 59
EC4 J5
EC5 45
Ec6 6z
EC7 &0
EC8 5S

,r8.50
9.65

4?.62
9.07

General Discussion

The group of experiments described in this.chapter had

two objectives. They were designed to discover vhether the

effect of deprivation of patterted sound on later auditory pattern

discriminatioa was an effect of garly deprivation or sinpLy ttre

effect of having deprived. rats of patterned sound with white noise

at any tine in their lives, They r.'ere also designed to narrow

dormr th'e possible explanations of the phenomenon.

The results of Experiment IIIa in conjunction with the

results of Experinent Ib shoryed that deprivatiou of patterned sound

during the early period frou birth to 60 days affected auditory

pattern discrimination, but the same deprivation had no such

x Excluding criterional trials.
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effect during the second 60 ilays in the life of the rat. It

was deduced that the gly experience of patterned sound was more

important to the developnrent of auditory pattern discrinination

than was later erperience with patterned sound.

one erplanation for the effect found was that a critical

period for varied sound stirtrlation existed for some duration

during ttre first 6O aays of a ratts life. Stiuulation by varied

sound during this sensitive period night have been necessary for

later facility in making auditory pattern discrininations. In

an attenrpt to locate this sensitive period the 60 dry period in

rihich it night have existed was broken into tvo J0 day periods

antl the second of these periocls tested for the presence of a

sensitive period in Experinent IIIb. The results indicatetl that

it was probable that no sensitive period existed during the tine

frrcn 50 to 60 days of age in the ratrs life, so the first l0 day

period was examined iu Erperiment IIIc. The results of this

experiment shorrred that there was oo di."""oible effect on later

autlitory pattern discrimination by rats deprived of patterned sound

for this early period nhen the test for discrimination was made

after a subsequent period of varied sound. To conply with tb

usual criteria for a sensitive periodr'the effect of stimulation

(or deprivation) during the period should be long-laeting

(Deneuberg, 1968) and irreversible (Reisen, 1961). In the present

research, the effect of patterned sound deprivation did not survive

through 30 subsequent days of varied sound experience. Arrthert

the effect was not irreversible because the rats u'ttich showed the
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effect after having been tleprived of patter:ned sound, did

eventually reach the criterion of discrinination.

However, 
. 
the present experiments did not nrle out entirely

the possibility that a sensitive period exiets in rats for varied

sorrnd e4perience. For example, N;man (tS6?) in alr experiment

exploring sensitive periods in rats for ttre effects of rfree I

environment experience on later problen solving behaviour, shorred

that the duration of the e4perience was an i.nportant factor. It

could be that the J0 ttay period of deprivation of patterned eound

$rffered by ttre rats in E4perinents IIIb or IrIc was not long

enough to affect their later autlitory pattem discrinination

learning. Woods (t159) and Denenberg and Morton (f$rr) also showed

that the effects of tleprivation of some forms of stinmlation

ihring sensitive periods in rats could be substantially negated

by their experience subseqnent to the deprivation. Eence it is

possible that in Erperiment IIIc, the rats deprived of patterned

sound tluring their first J0 days after birth ilid oot show a later

effect of the deprivation because the experience of the subsequent

24hr;a-day varied sound enviroument largely negated the effects of

the earlier deprivation even though the deprivation occurred during

a relevant sensitive period. It is also possible that the test

used in the experiments was not sufficiently sensitive to detect

any residual effects of the tleprivation in the rats' A con-

clusion must be that the case for sensitive periods for tle effects

of varied sound experience on later auditory pattern discrinination
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in rats remains open for future research.

A eecond errylanation for the phenomenon vas poesible.

The view that early experience of varied sound. was irnportant

for later auditory patter'n discrimination learning in the rat

not because of its priority in the life of t'tre rat but because of

its priority over later sound experience was supported. In

E4perinent rb, deprivation of patterned eound before rats had

erperienced varie.d souud tlitl affect their auditory pattern ilis-

crinrination learning. hrt in Experinents IfIa, IIIb and Ilfcr.

auditnry discrinination lear:ning l+'as apparently not affected by

deprivation of patterned solrnil uhen the rats were given some

e4perieuce of varied sou-nd before the discrimination test. The

conclusion could be dram that patterned sound deprivation in rats

dirt not affect their later auditory pattern discrimination learning

provideal that they also had some e{perience vith varied sound.

Ihe age at vhich the rats e4lerienced the patterned sound appeared

to be imaterial; it was the necessity for the varied sound ex-

perience to precede the auditory pattern discrimination test that

was important. This more parsinonious explanation for the

irportance of early varieal sound experience for auditory pattern

discrinination in the rat, appeareil to be more plausible than ttrat

isvolvi.g a sensitive period. However, the isque would be made

clearer by further e4periments in rihich not only t'he length of the

deprivatiou period was varieil, but also the duration of the varied

gound experienee after the deprivation.
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CONCI,USIONS

The series of erperiments reported in thie sfirdy used

specially designed methods to manipulate the auditory experience

of rate in order to assess its role in the develotrnneut of auditory

frequency discrimination ad autlitory patterrr discrimiaation.

.&rditorv frequencv discrimination. Prior experience of

patternetl sound did not appear to play an inrportant part in the

developrnent of a discrinination between tno frequencieE. Rats

rith no experience of patternred sound before the discriuination

test reached a criterion of frequency discrinination lear:ning as

easily as rats with varied sound experieuce. the several

possible interpretations of these results were examined before a

conclusion vas draun. Firstly, a test of auditory frequency

generalization was conpleted at the end of discrimination training

rihich indicated that the rats did, in fact, respond to the

differences in the auttitory frequencies during training rather thm

to some other cue for responding. Secondly, analysis of the

perfornance of the rats at the beginning of the frequency dis-

crinrination training shorrred no differences between the sound deprived

and tle norrually reared rats which night have suggested that a

difference existing before training began, disappeared during the

training process. lihen these possible interpretations for the

-L02-
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results of the experiment vere elininated, it was concluded with

confidence that rats could discrininate auditory frequencies

without prior experience of patterned sound.

The results of the present series of experiments were very

ginilar to those of Tees (tg6Z") r*ho, with his less refined pro-

cedures, found no difference betveen rats reared in silence and

nonnally reared controls on a test of auditory frequency involving

responses to a change of frequency of an auditory signal. Ee

concluded that with no sound experience at all, rats were able to

learn a fr.equency discrimination as easily as rats vith sound

experience. However, the present experiments extend Tees I study

by showing that vithout eqperience of patterrred sound, rats could

discriminate auditory freErencies on a most rigorous test o.f that

discrininatiou.

Previous experimenters wtro explored the visual nodality iu

animals came to sinilar conclusions about the necessity for ex-

perience of light as a prelininary to. the developuent of sirnple

visual discriminations. For instance, discrinination between

hues has been obserred in chickens (Hess, Lg56), ducklings

(Oppenheim, 1968), ed rhesus monkeys (Fantz, L967; Ganz, f968),

before these animals haye had any or very little expeiience of

patterned light. Sinilarlyr discrinination of forms such as

triangles and circles d"id not appear to require e4perience in

patterned light in rats (Gibson, WaIk and Tighe, L959), doves

(Siegel, Lg51), chickens (Fantz, 1957), cats (t-fers and McC1eary,

Lg64), and monkeys (Fantz, 1967). It seems then, that some visual
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and airditory discriminations can be

sensory e:ryerience of the dimension

criminated'.

made by animals vithout prior

of the stimrli to be dis-

Auditorv patteTn rliscrinination. The present experinents

showed that e4perience of patter:ned sound did play a role. Rats

deprivetl of patterned sound fron birth until the tine of the dis-

crimination test learned the discrimination more slowly than

others that had been rearetl in varied gound.

the pattern discrimination test used the same arilitory

frequencies to forn the Pattems as had been used in the frequency

discrimination task. Therefore the patterned sound deprived rats

rsere able to discriminate the frequencies used in the patterns.

Subsidiary experiments intticated that it was unlikely that the

patternerl deprlved rats vere handicapped on the pattern discrimination

task either because they were emotionally different fron the varied

sounal reared controls or beeause they rrere not able to make

tdifficultl discriminations in any sense nodality. The deleterious

bffects of the patterned sound deprivatiou t'ere apparently confined

to auilitory cliscrinination in the deprived rats. Discrimination

of the auditory patterns required the rats to respontl to differences

in the temporal aTrangement of the tonal stirmli vhich could be

acconqllished in tno vays, at least. Either tbe rats could respond

to the change from, for instance, a fhigh-lov-highr series of tones

to a llow-high-lowr configuration of the group of three tones or

they could respond to ttre change in the predominance of signals of

one or other of the frequencies. For instance, in ttre rhigh-Iotr
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highr series, lhighl occurred twice as often as tlowl and rrhen the

pattern changed to tlor*-high-lowt the number of lhighsr per tine

interval deereased. lftichsrer arrangement the rats used as a cue

forrespondingrsuccessfuliliscrininationdependedontheir

relating the tones together rrithin a tine interval framework - a

task vhich was difficult for the patterned sound deprived rats.

lheeffectfoundr.rasthereeultofaperiodofpatterned

sound tleprivation beginning at birth rather than for a sinilar

duration later in life, according to the results of an experiment

conducted to establish which of these trro possibilities vas likely;

thus it was an effect of gLI deprivatiou. The conclusion was

drawn that sinee early ileprivatioh of patterned sound affected

auditory pattern cliscrinination in rats, early experience of

patterned sound was necessary for auditory pattern diecrinination

learming.

Further experiments e4plored whether the deprivation of

patterned sound during the early periotl of the life of the rat had

an effect on auditory pattern discrinination because the rat was

deprived tluring a sensitive period for varied sound stimulation

or rrhether the deprivation had sinFly delayed development of the

discrimination because the rat had never experienced varied sound.

the experinental results provided no clear answer to this questiont

although it was consid.ered that the latter explanation for the

effects of early rleprivation of patterned sound was the more

reasonable in the light of. the evidence uncovered by the experiments'

Eovever, the conclusion that e:rperience of varied sound either during
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a sensitive period or at some time during the early life of the

rat facilitated its ability to discrininate auditory patterns.

Tees (tg6ta) in a sinilar erperiment using an auditory

pattern discrinination with rats reared in near-silence produced

similar results to the present experiment. Tees considered that

his results indicated that e4perience in an environment with

sound was necessary for animals to discriminate conplex auditory

stinuli. the present experinents extended Teest conclusion by

shorring that experience not only of sound itself rras required for

antlitory pattern discrimination in rats, but also sound which

varied in frequency and intensity over time.

there have been several experinents in vhich animals deprived

of patterned light were shoron to have tlifficulty in disclininating

visual configurations involvi.ng the abstraction of visual information

from the context of the surrounding area (".g. Riesen, f961; Tees,

1968a; Ganz, Hirsch anrl Tienan, t972). The present experiments

demonstrated that patterned sound deprivation resulted in sLow

.Iearning of an auditory pattern discrinination involving the

abstraction of auditory infdrsation within tine periods. It is

possible, then, that the role of auditory experience in th de-

velopment of auditory discriminations is similar to the role of

visual experience in visual discrininations. A result in a visual

deprivation study not iaralleled in the present series of ex-

periments in audition in rats vas that of Dews 4d Wiesel (fgZO).

These regearchers located a senbitive period for the effects of

visual deprivation on several tlpes of visual discrimination in cats.
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the present e4periments in audition provided no clear evidence

for a sensitive period for the effects of patterned sound de-

privation on auditory pattern discrimination in rats. However,

the previously cited (Cuapter'I) experiments of Wolf (f$5)'

Gauron and Becke. (fgfg) antl Stein and Schuctonan (f9?J) suggested

that if a sensitive period for auditory experience was to be found

in rats, the effects of stimrlation during the perioil night be

more subtle than could be detected by the discrimination test

procedtrres adopted in the present study. thus the question of 'a

sensitive period is still open for future investigation.

It was noted that the results of the present experiments

with rats arrived at sinilar results to those of studies showing

the effects of ablation of parts of the auditory cortex in cats

(Oianona and Neff, 1957; Neff and Dianrond, L958i Sarlockt

T\rcker ad Strominger, tg63; thompson, 1960). Cats fron vhich

auilitory cortex was removed were able to learrr an auditnry

frequency discrimination as easily as unoPerated controls but had

difficulty learning auditory pattern discrininations such as the

one used in the present study. Facility for discriminating

atrtlitory patterns appears to require both an intact auditory cortex

md erperience in varied sound, tiite facility for frequency

discrininations needs neither of these prerequisites.

F\rtrre Research Possibil ities

The nettrod used to deprive the animals of patterned sound

in the present e;cperiments provided similar results to other

experiments in which animals were deprived of auditory stimulation
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by rearing then in silence (Tees, L967a) r^rithout the problens

often associated with rearing animals in isolation or with ear

occluding devices. Now that a practicable rnethod of auditory

deprivation has been tested, the study of the developnent of

auilitory discrinination in various animal species and of the

effeets of auilitory deprivation on this developuent, can proceed.

Findings from visual deprivation studies can then be compared

with those fron another seDsolTr mode thus acquiring further in-

furmation about sensory development.

trbrther experiments should be conducted to explore the

effeets of varying the ttrration of the patterned sounil deprivation,

the time of onset of the iteprivation and the interval between the

deprivation and the discrinination test. $rch e4periments should

demonstrate r+hether the effect found in the present study represents

a deterioration of an auditory discrimination ability occasioned by

a lack of varied sour,d stinnrlation during an early stage of de-

velopment in the animal or rnrhether the effect found demonstrated

a sinple delay in the development of an auditory discrinination'

It is envisaged that the auditory deprivation technigue

used in this stutly will be of great value in neurophysiological

studies of the auditory systems of animals in the sile manner as

visual cleprivation by cliffuse light has served i-n the study of t'he

visual system (..g. I{iesel anil Erbel, L965, L965at 1965b).

Neurophysiological stud,ies indicating which particular neural

frmctions are affected by sensory deprivation can provide leads to

be followed by behavioural sfirdies as rrell as provide information
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about the functioning of sensory systems. For instance, trm

highly informative recent behavioural studies about the develop-

ment of visual discrimination in cats, that of Dervs md wiegel

(fqZO) and Ganz, Ilirsch and. Tienan (t972) nere both suggested by

the re$rlts of a series of starities of cat visual cortex single

cell recordings after the cats had been wisually deprived (Wiesel

and Enbel, 1965, t965a, tg65bi Hubel and tfiesel, 19?O). similar

behavioural studies, based on neuroPhysiological findings in the

auditory systems of antlitorily deprived animals can be erpected

to be more informative and nore efficient t'han behavioural stuilies

bageil on other behavioural sfirdies in gaining.iufornation about the

development of auditory abilities. The eventual aini of guch

etudies, of course, is to reach conclusions vfuich rrill be useful

in the alleviation of the auditory deprivation caused by deafness

in people.
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